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Abstract Quantifier elimination constitutes an interesting computational approach in computer
algebra already successfully applied to several disciplines. Here we apply this approach to crack
problems in fracture mechanics with respect to the two stress intensity factors at the crack tips, but
under uncertainty conditions as far as the loading of the crack(s) is concerned. At first, a single
straight crack loaded by two uncertain concentrated normal loads satisfying an ellipsoidal inequal-
ity constraint is studied. Next, the more interesting case of an uncertain distributed normal load on
the crack(s) is also considered in the problems of (i) a single straight crack, (ii) a periodic array of
collinear cracks and (iii) a periodic array of parallel cracks. In these problems, the inequality con-
straint satisfied by the loading is assumed to have a quadratic (‘energy’-type) integral form. Beyond
quantifier elimination the computational approach consists in using either (i) the closed-form for-
mulae for the stress intensity factors (for a single crack) or (ii) the method of Cauchy-type singular
integral equations and, next, the quadrature method for their numerical solution, more explicitly,
the Lobatto–Chebyshev method (for all three aforementioned crack problems). Moreover, for the
integral inequality constraint the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule is used. By performing quan-
tifier elimination to the relevant existentially quantified formulae and computing the related QFFs
(quantifier-free formulae), we were able to derive both (i) the uncertainty intervals (or uncertainty
ranges) for the stress intensity factors and (ii) the related uncertainty regions. These results show
the uncertainty propagation from the loading of the crack(s) to the resulting stress intensity factors.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Interval analysis and the ellipsoidal model under uncertainty conditions in applied mechanics

As is extremely well known, in a large number of problems that appear in applied mechan-
ics, we are obliged to work under uncertainty conditions. For example, in a mechanical system,
uncertainty may be present in the dimensions of the components of the system (geometric uncer-
tainty), in the properties of the materials used in the system (material uncertainty), in the loading
of the system (loading uncertainty), etc. In such quite frequent cases of uncertainty, one can use
either (i) probabilistic methods or (ii) non-probabilistic methods. Unfortunately, quite frequently,
probabilistic methods present practical difficulties during their application. This fact is mainly due
to the lack of sufficient experimental data for the computation of the relevant probability density
function(s). On the other hand, non-probabilistic methods are also of practical importance and very
popular in engineering and other disciplines because they require less data and, frequently, they
are easier than probabilistic methods in their practical use. Two very well-known non-probabilistic
methods are (i) interval analysis and (ii) convex models and, in particular, the ellipsoidal model.

In this technical report, we will restrict our attention to simple crack problems in linear elastic
fracture mechanics (see, e.g., the classical book by Broek [1] on fracture mechanics) and, more
explicitly, to the two stress intensity factors at the crack tips in some simple plane isotropic elasticity
crack problems, but here under uncertainty conditions concerning only the loading of the crack(s)
of course applied on both edges of the crack(s). Here we will be interested in the computation of the
uncertainty intervals (ranges) for the stress intensity factors as well as of the relevant uncertainty
regions. To this end, we will use either (i) the available closed-form formulae for the stress intensity
factors or, alternatively, (ii) the method of Cauchy-type singular integral equations together with
numerical integration in both cases, we repeat, under uncertainty in the loading of the crack(s).

An extremely large number (many hundreds) of interesting publications are devoted to appli-
cations of interval analysis (with respect to interval analysis see, e.g., the two classical books on
modern interval analysis by Moore [2], published in 1966, and by Moore, Kearfott and Cloud [3],
published in 2009) to problems of applied mechanics under uncertainty conditions. These interest-
ing publications include, e.g., the papers (in chronological order) by Dimarogonas [4], Qiu, Z. and
Elishakoff [5], Skalna [6], Elishakoff and Miglis [7], Sofi, Muscolino and Elishakoff [8], Elishakoff,
Gabriele and Wang,Y. [9], Popova [10], Chakraverty, Hladík and Behera [11], Muscolino, Sofi and
Giunta [12], Popova [13], Faes and Moens [14, 15], Popova and Elishakoff [16] and Popova [17].

Additionally, with respect to crack problems and the related fatigue problems interval analysis
was used in some (but, unfortunately, not too many) papers like the papers by Wang, J., Qiu, Z. and
Wang, X. [18] (concerning stress intensity factors), Wang, J. and Qiu, Z. [19] (concerning fa-
tigue crack extension), Qiu, Z. and Wang, J. [20] (concerning reliability in fracture mechanics),
Wang, M. R., Fan, J. P. and Hu, J. [21] (concerning structures and including an application to a can-
tilever with a crack in Subsection 4.3), Wang, L., Liang, J., Yang,Y. and Zheng,Y. [22] (concerning
fatigue crack growth), Muscolino and Santoro [23] (concerning the dynamics of multiple cracked
prismatic beams), Santoro and Muscolino [24] (concerning the dynamics of beams with uncertain
crack depth) and Sofi, Muscolino and Giunta [25] (concerning fatigue analysis of structures).

Beyond interval analysis a second, different, but also very popular and equally important ap-
proach to problems under uncertainty conditions (similarly with many applications to problems of
applied mechanics) is that based on the ellipsoidal model and the related more general models.
This very interesting approach, which is adopted here, is based on the use of ellipsoidal (or more
general) inequality constraints satisfied by the uncertain parameters, which define the related uncer-
tainty region (or uncertainty domain). Therefore, there is a distinction between the aforementioned
interval model and the ellipsoidal model (or ellipsoidal convex model) and more general relevant
convex models. The use of the ellipsoidal model seems to have been proposed by Schweppe in
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1968 [26, 27] and it originally concerned the states of a linear dynamic system under uncertainty
conditions. Further interesting results on the ellipsoidal model were established by Bertsekas and
Rhodes in 1971 [28]. Two more recent and equally important papers using the same model, i.e.
the ellipsoidal model, are those by Chernousko [29] (published in 1981) and by Usoro, Schweppe,
Wormley and Gould [30] (published in 1982). Both of these papers concern control problems.

The ellipsoidal model and more general models based on the relevant inequality constraints
have been used in several additional scientific disciplines (beyond dynamic systems and control)
including applied mechanics inside the framework of convex models of uncertainty. Undoubtedly,
in the field of applied mechanics, the classical and pioneering book on convex models is still the
book by Ben-Haim and Elishakoff published in 1990 [31]. Additional related results on convex
models (and, particularly, on the ellipsoidal model and its various generalizations) in problems
of applied mechanics under uncertainty conditions are contained in an extremely large number of
publications including the papers (in chronological order) by Elishakoff and Ben-Haim [32], Ben-
Haim [33–35], Elishakoff, Li, Y. W. and Starnes [36], Ben-Haim [37, 38], Liu, Z. S., Chen, S. H.
and Han, W. Z. [39], Ben-Haim [40, 41], Elishakoff [42], Ben-Haim [43] (book on robust relia-
bility), Qiu, Z. and Gu,Y. [44], Zhu, L. P., Elishakoff and Starnes [45], Pantelides [46], Pantelides
and Ganzerli [47], Ben-Haim [48], Yoshikawa, Elishakoff and Nakagiri [49], Ganzerli and Pan-
telides [50], Pantelides and Booth [51], Pantelides and Ganzerli [52], Qiu, Z., Müller and From-
mer [53], Qiu, Z. and Elishakoff [54], Attoh-Okine [55], Chernousko [56], Qiu, Z. [57], Qiu, Z.
and Wang, X. [58], Qiu, Z. [59], Qiu, Z., Ma, L. and Wang, X. [60], Elishakoff, Wang, X. and
Qiu, Z. [61], Wang, X., Elishakoff and Qiu, Z. [62], Wang, J. and Qiu, Z. [19] (concerning fa-
tigue crack extension), Wang, X., Wang, L., Elishakoff and Qiu, Z. [63], Wang, X., Elishakoff,
Qiu, Z. and Kou, C. [64], Jiang, C., Han, X., Lu, G. Y., Liu, J., Zhang, Z. and Bai, Y. C. [65],
Elishakoff and Bekel [66], Elishakoff, Wang, X., Hu, J. and Qiu, Z. [67], Elishakoff, Wang, X.,
Li, Y., Hu, J. and Qiu, Z. [68], Jiang, C., Bi, R. G., Lu, G. Y. and Han, X. [69], Kang, Z. and
Bai, S. [70], Elishakoff and Elettro [71], Liu, X. and Zhang, Z. [72], Wang, L., Wang, X. and
Xia, Y. [73], Guo, S.-X. and Lu, Z.-Z. [74], Elishakoff and Sarlin [75, 76], Ni, B. Y., Elishakoff,
Jiang, C., Fu, C. M. and Han, X. [77], Kang, Z. and Zhang, W. [78], Wang, L., Wang, X., Wang,
R. and Chen, X. [79], Chen, X., Fan, J. and Bian, X. [80], Meng, Z. and Zhou, H. [81], Ni, B.Y.,
Jiang, C. and Huang, Z. L. [82], Wang, L., Liang, J. and Wu, D. [83], Zhang, F., Luo, K., Zhai, W.,
Tan, S. and Wang,Y. [84], Liu, X., Wang, X., Sun, L. and Zhou, Z. [85], Luo,Y., Zhan, J., Xing, J.
and Kang, Z. [86], Meng, Z., Zhang, Z. and Zhou, H. [87], Meng, Z., Wan, H.-P., Sheng, Z. and
Li, G. [88], Ouyang, H., Liu, J., Han, X., Liu, G., Ni, B. and Zhang, D. [89], Sun, B., Li, M.-M.,
Liao, B.-P., Yang, X., Cao,Y.-T., Cui, B.-F., Feng, Q., Ren,Y. and Yang, D.-Z. [90], Zhao, G., Liu, J.,
Wen, G., Wang, H. and Li, F. [91], Liu, X.-X. and Elishakoff [92], Zhan, J., Luo,Y., Zhang, X. and
Kang, Z. [93], Wang, C. and Matthies [94], Elishakoff, Fang, T., Sarlin and Jiang, C. [95], Cao, L.,
Liu, J., Xie, L., Jiang, C. and Bi, R. [96], Qiu, Z. and Jiang, N. [97], Hong, L., Li, H., Gao, N., Fu, J.
and Peng, K. [98], Ludwig, Duddeck and Daub [99], Liu, Q., Hu, J., Liu, P., Wu, J., Leischner and
Oeser [100] and Liu, J., Yu, Z., Zhang, D., Liu, H. and Han, X. [101].
1.2. Computer algebra systems for symbolic computations in problems of applied mechanics

In order to perform symbolic computations the use of a computer algebra system is particularly
convenient and, evidently, it is also adopted here. Symbolic computations have proved quite useful
in many problems of applied mechanics since about the sixties. The most well-known computer
algebra systems are ALTRAN (1965), REDUCE (1966), Macsyma (1968), muMath (1978), Maple
(1982), Derive (1988) and Mathematica (1988). An interesting review concerning symbolic com-
putations in applied and structural mechanics was prepared by Pavlović [102] and it was published
in 2003. Since 1989 in his own research the author has used the computer algebra systems Derive,
REDUCE, Maple and Mathematica in many problems of applied mechanics with intensive necessity
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for symbolic computations. The present results, which exclusively concern quantifier elimination,
were obtained by using Mathematica. This computer algebra system, Mathematica, was preferred
because (i) it includes a very efficient implementation of several quantifier elimination algorithms
prepared by Strzeboński and (ii) it offers an extremely powerful and friendly environment to its user.

1.3. Quantifier elimination and related algorithms: CAD and virtual substitution

Quantifier elimination (here in elementary real algebra) is a very interesting but rather recent
computational tool strongly related to computer algebra. The aim of quantifier elimination is sim-
ply the elimination of the universal quantifier ∀ (for all) and/or the existential quantifier ∃ (exists)
in formulae including quantified variables (called quantified formulae) and one or both of these two
quantifiers. After having performed quantifier elimination the quantified formula is transformed to
a completely equivalent (from the mathematical and the logical points of view) exact formula. This
formula is called QFF (quantifier-free formula). Naturally, the QFF does not include the two quan-
tifiers ∀ and/or ∃ and the quantified variables. These variables were eliminated during quantifier
elimination. Of course, only the free variables (the parameters) remain present in the resulting QFF.

Independently of the computer algebra system used, quantifier elimination can be performed by
using several general-purpose and special-purpose algorithms. But the two most important, efficient
and extensively used algorithms for quantifier elimination are clearly the following two algorithms:

• The most popular and, additionally, general-purpose algorithm for quantifier elimination is
CAD (cylindrical algebraic decomposition). This is a very well-known and useful algorithm,
it was devised by Collins in 1973 and it was initially presented at a symposium held at the
Carnegie-Mellon University. The first official publication of CAD by Collins appeared in
1975 [103]. The standard book on quantifier elimination and CAD is still the book edited by
Caviness and Johnson [104] and published in 1998. This book was based on a related sympo-
sium held at the Research Institute for Symbolic Computation in Linz, Austria (RISC-Linz)
in October 1993 for the celebration of the 20th anniversary of CAD, but it also includes all
the related fundamental research results going back to the original and pioneering results on
quantifier elimination by Tarski (during the period 1930–1951) at first officially published
in 1948 and, next, in 1951 [104, pp. 1, 24–84]. Additionally, a very large number of in-
teresting research results on CAD by many authors are available in the literature; see, e.g.,
Refs. [105, 106]. The best recent implementation of CAD and quantifier elimination seems
to be that by Strzeboński in Mathematica [107] and this is the implementation that will also
be used here. But on the other hand, unfortunately, from the negative point of view it should
be mentioned that quantifier elimination for real variables has a doubly-exponential compu-
tational complexity [108]. This important result was proved by Davenport and Heintz [108]
and is now well known and, naturally, applicable to CAD as well. Of course, this negative
result constitutes a serious disadvantage of the method of quantifier elimination and, hence, a
significant obstacle to its wide application especially to quantified formulae with a large total
number of variables (i.e. both quantified and free variables) and/or high-degree polynomials.

• A second but completely different method for quantifier elimination is the method of virtual
substitution. This efficient method was devised by Weispfenning (see, e.g., Ref. [109]), but,
unfortunately, its use is mainly restricted to quantifier elimination problems with only linear
and/or quadratic polynomials appearing in the quantified formulae. For this particular class
of problems virtual substitution seems to have a superior performance in comparison with
CAD (cylindrical algebraic decomposition). Exactly as CAD, virtual substitution was also
successfully applied to many quantifier elimination problems mainly by Weispfenning and
his collaborators. Some of the related publications are referenced in the recent invited talk
by Sturm [110] made on the occasion of the completion of thirty years of virtual substitution.
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1.4. Implementations of quantifier elimination in Mathematica and other computer algebra systems

Since 2003 both CAD and virtual substitution (together with several additional quantifier elim-
ination algorithms) are available in the implementation of quantifier elimination (made mainly by
Strzeboński) in the modern, popular and very efficient computer algebra system Mathematica [107].
(This seems to be the best available quantifier elimination implementation in a computer algebra
system so far and this is the implementation that will be exclusively used here.) The selection of
the preferable algorithm between CAD and virtual substitution is generally made automatically by
Mathematica [107] itself, but, alternatively, it can also easily be made through the use of an ap-
propriate command. The use of quantifier elimination commands in Mathematica [107] is mainly
described in the related pages of the book by Trott [111, pp. 60–78], which is devoted to symbolic
computations, as well as in the Wolfram monograph [112] concerning real polynomial systems.

At this point it can also be mentioned that, unfortunately, from the computational point of
view quantifier elimination is a rather difficult task. Therefore, the implementations of the related
algorithms (mainly CAD and virtual substitution) in computer algebra systems are rather recent and
also very few in number. More explicitly, the implementations of quantifier elimination known to
the author consist of the following four quantifier elimination packages and also the implementation
of quantifier elimination in the kernel of Mathematica [107], which is also mentioned below:

• The package QEPCAD (now QEPCAD B [113]): this classical and famous package of the
SACLIB library (the first computer package that performs quantifier elimination) is based
on partial CAD (partial cylindrical algebraic decomposition) and it was prepared mainly by
Hong under the guidance of Collins but with several improvements by additional contributors.

• The package REDLOG: this well-known package of REDUCE is mainly based on the method
of virtual substitution and to a less extent on partial CAD and it was prepared by Dolzmann
and Sturm [114]; see also the recent paper (invited talk at ISSAC ’18) by Sturm [110].

• The package SyNRAC: this package of Maple is based on the methods of CAD, virtual substi-
tution and Sturm–Habicht sequences and it was prepared mainly by Anai and Yanami [115].

• The package QuantifierElimination: this very recent package also of Maple uses a poly-
algorithm between virtual substitution and CAD aiming at an improved performance (through
the ‘completion’ of virtual substitution by CAD because of the polynomial degree restriction
of virtual substitution) during quantifier elimination and it was prepared by Tonks [116].

• The implementation of quantifier elimination in Mathematica based on CAD, but also on
virtual substitution and several additional algorithms, prepared mainly by Strzeboński [112].

1.5. Applications of quantifier elimination to problems of applied mechanics

Following many researchers in several research fields, since 1994 the author has been interested
in the application of the computational method of quantifier elimination to several problems of
applied mechanics (see, e.g., Refs. [117, 118]). Much more recent results by the author, but based
on the same computational method, the method of quantifier elimination, and generally concerning
problems of applied mechanics, can be found in several publications including Refs. [119–129].

On the other hand, Charalampakis and Chatzigiannelis directly applied the CAD (cylindrical al-
gebraic decomposition) algorithm to a very interesting applied-mechanics problem, more explicitly,
to the problem of computation of optimal solutions to truss problems in structural mechanics [130].

Of course, here much more interesting is the application of quantifier elimination to problems
(mainly to problems of applied mechanics) related to the computation of intervals for the uncertain
quantities. The author has been interested in these applications during the last three years. These
interval-related results by the author include the nine recent technical reports [120–128], where the
author combined quantifier elimination (by using (i) its implementation in Mathematica [107] in
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the first seven of these technical reports [120–126] as well as in the last technical report [128] and
(ii) REDLOG [114] in REDUCE in the eighth report [127]) with interval analysis in several problems.
Almost all of these problems concern applied mechanics with the exception of the problems in the
technical report [121], which concern intervals of the real roots of the classical quadratic equation.

More explicitly, recently, the author studied the applied-mechanics problems of (i) the determi-
nation of ranges of values of stress intensity factors at crack tips in plane elasticity problems related
to fracture mechanics [120], (ii) the derivation of sharp enclosures of the real roots of the classical
parametric quadratic equation, but with only one interval coefficient [121], (iii) the determination
of sharp bounds for intervals in truss and in other applied mechanics problems with uncertain, in-
terval forces/loads and other parameters [122], (iv) the derivation of symbolic intervals in simple
problems of applied mechanics [123], (v) the computation of intervals in three direct and inverse
applied mechanics problems, more explicitly, in a classical beam problem, a problem of a beam on
a Winkler elastic foundation and the problem of free vibrations of the classical damped harmonic
oscillator with critical damping [124], (vi) the determination of intervals (ranges) for the resultants
of interval forces which satisfy existentially and/or universally quantified formulae [125], (vii) the
determination of intervals (ranges) for the unknowns in systems of parametric interval linear equi-
librium equations in applied mechanics that include the case of appearance of both the universal
and the existential quantifiers in the quantified formulae concerning the studied applied mechanics
problems [126], (viii) the computation of intervals in classical beam problems by using the com-
putational methods of finite differences and also of finite elements [127] and (ix) the computation
of generalized interval-based polynomial approximations to functions in applied mechanics [128].

Moreover, very recently, the author combined quantifier elimination with the ellipsoidal model
under uncertainty conditions [129]. The emphasis was put again on problems of applied mechanics,
more explicitly, on a two-storey shear frame and on a three-member truss, but additional problems
were also studied. The same approach is also followed in the present technical report, which con-
cerns the stress intensity factors at crack tips in fracture mechanics [1] under uncertainty conditions
related to the loading of the crack. A relevant quadratic (or ‘energy’-type) integral inequality con-
straint is assumed to hold true. Therefore, here we have assumed an ‘energy’-bound convex model.
1.6. Relationship between quantifier elimination and interval analysis or the ellipsoidal model

Quantifiers and quantifier elimination are strongly related to interval analysis. This situation is
obvious and natural since several problems in interval analysis are expressed in terms of formulae
with universally and/or existentially quantified variables. The classical solution sets of parametric
or non-parametric interval systems of linear algebraic equations (united solution set, tolerable so-
lution set and controllable solution set) constitute such examples. In fact, there is a large number
of related results in the interval literature. Among these results here we make reference to modal
intervals by Sainz et al. (see, e.g., the book [131]). Additionally, Elishakoff, Gabriele and Wang [9]
repeatedly used quantifiers in their study of the generalized Galilei problem [9], e.g. at the end of
Section 2 there [9, p. 1207], where they provided a physical meaning to a simple interval equation.

Evidently, quantifiers and quantifier elimination are also related to the ellipsoidal model adopted
here. This fact is due to the validity of the assumed ellipsoidal inequality constraints satisfied by the
uncertain variables and it will become clear in the subsequent sections, where several existentially
quantified formulae appear in quite a natural way and, next, they are used for quantifier elimination.

Here we can also note that the efficient implementation of quantifier elimination in Mathemat-
ica [107] was already successfully used by Popova [132] and also by Popova and Krämer [133] for
the characterization of the solution sets of parametric interval systems of linear algebraic equations.
But, unfortunately, the derived results required too much CPU (central processing unit) time [132]
in the computer or they contain a very large number of logical expressions [133, pp. 331–332] in
comparison with the efficient methods proposed by the same authors for these computational tasks.
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1.7. Contents of the present technical report
This technical report on the computation of uncertainty intervals/regions for the stress intensity

factors at cracks tips in linear elastic fracture mechanics [1] is organized in six sections as follows:
• In Section 1 (the present section), we presented the introductory material to the adopted ap-
proach concerning the ellipsoidal model and based on the computational method of quantifier elim-
ination by using its efficient implementation in the popular computer algebra system Mathematica.
• In Section 2, we consider the problem of a single straight crack inside an infinite plane isotropic
elastic medium (under generalized plane stress or plane strain conditions) loaded by two uncertain
concentrated normal loads P1 and P2 (on both crack edges) with the validity of the ellipsoidal model
concerning the uncertainty of these loads. Both the uncertainty intervals (uncertainty ranges) for the
stress intensity factors kr and kl at the two crack tips as well as the corresponding elliptical uncer-
tainty region are computed on the basis of the available closed-form formulae by using the adopted
method of quantifier elimination, which is performed to the related existentially quantified formulae.
• In Section 3, we consider the same crack problem, but now the crack is loaded by an uncertain
distributed normal load p0(x) instead of two concentrated normal loads P1 and P2 previously. In
this problem, the uncertainty condition is a quadratic (‘energy’-type) integral inequality constraint
(‘energy’-bound convex model) with an assumed simple weight function. Next, this inequality con-
straint is approximated by an ellipsoidal constraint (ellipsoidal model) by employing the Gauss–
Chebyshev quadrature (numerical integration) rule with n= 2 and n= 3 nodes. Here the same com-
putational approach, i.e. that based on the available closed-form formulae for the stress intensity
factors (but now after numerical approximations of the integral formulae), the appropriate existen-
tially quantified formulae and, finally, quantifier elimination, is used again for the computation of
the uncertainty intervals and the uncertainty region for the stress intensity factors at the crack tips.
• In Section 4, we consider exactly the same crack problem by using again the same method as
in Section 3, but now with a different weight function in the assumed integral inequality constraint;
now the weight function includes an exponential factor. In this way, we are able to observe the very
rapid convergence of the numerical approach (again based on the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature
rule) for increasing values of the number of nodes n. This convergence concerns again both the
uncertainty intervals and the uncertainty region for the stress intensity factors at the two crack tips.
• In Section 5, we generalize the results of the previous two sections to the case where the crack
problem is studied by the method of Cauchy-type singular integral equations. This is extremely
frequently the case especially whenever no closed-form solution of the crack problem is available.
In this case, the Lobatto–Chebyshev method is used for the approximate numerical solution of the
Cauchy-type singular integral equation and the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule is used again
for the approximation of the integral in the ‘energy’-type inequality constraint. This method is ap-
plied to the problems of (i) a single straight crack, (ii) a periodic array of collinear cracks and (iii) a
periodic array of parallel cracks inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium again under an un-
certain distributed normal load exactly as in Section 4. The very rapid convergence of the computa-
tional approach both for the uncertainty intervals and for the uncertainty ranges is observed again as
the number of nodes n used in the Lobatto–Chebyshev method (and also in the Gauss–Chebyshev
quadrature rule) increases. Essentially, in this section, Cauchy-type singular integral equations
of the first kind are numerically solved by the quadrature method (here the Lobatto–Chebyshev
method) under uncertainty conditions here by employing an ‘energy’-bound generalized ellipsoidal
model for their right-hand sides, i.e. for the distributed normal loads applied to both crack edges.
• In Section 6, we briefly state the basic conclusions drawn from the present results, we make a
brief related discussion with some remarks on the adopted quantifier-elimination-based computa-
tional approach (with an emphasis on remarks on the observed efficiency of quantifier elimination
in the present computations) and we mention few possible generalizations of the same approach.
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Fig. 1. A straight crack inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium loaded (on both its edges)
by two uncertain concentrated normal loads P1 (at the point x = x1) and P2 (at the point x = x2).

2. A single straight crack loaded by two uncertain concentrated normal loads

As a first application of the ellipsoidal model to a crack problem in fracture mechanics here
we consider the problem of a single straight crack [−a,a ] of length 2a. The crack lies on the Ox-
axis (with x ∈ [−a,a ]) inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium (Fig. 1), which is under
either plane strain or generalized plane stress conditions. The only loading on the crack consists of
two uncertain (more clearly, uncertain-but-bounded) concentrated normal loads (forces) P1 and P2,
which are applied on both its edges to the two points x = x1 and x = x2, respectively, with x1 ̸= x2
(Fig. 1). These two points x1 and x2 of the present crack [−a,a ] are assumed to be deterministic
(not uncertain) exactly as is assumed for the crack tips −a and a. (Only the normal loads P1 and P2
are uncertain.) Here, at first, we will be interested in the ranges (the uncertainty intervals) of the two
(mode I) stress intensity factors Kr at the right crack tip x = a and Kl at the left crack tip x =−a.

At first, for a single concentrated normal load P applied to the point x = x0 ∈ (−a,a) of the
present crack [−a,a ] the value of the (mode I) stress intensity factor Kr,P at the right crack tip x = a
is given by the following extremely well-known and very simple closed-form formula (see, e.g., the
classical book on fracture mechanics by Broek [1, Chapter 3, Section 3.5]):

Kr,P =
P√
πa

√
a+ x0

a− x0
. (1)

Therefore, on the basis of the above closed-form formula (1) for the (mode I) stress intensity
factor Kr,P, for the present crack loading due to two uncertain concentrated normal loads (forces) P1
(applied to the point x= x1) and P2 (applied to the point x= x2) in the present elasticity and fracture-
mechanics problem (Fig. 1), the (mode I) stress intensity factor Kr at the right crack tip x = a
will be simply the sum of the corresponding two stress intensity factors due to the two uncertain
concentrated normal loads (forces) P1 and P2. Hence, this factor, Kr , will have the following form:

Kr =
P1√
πa

√
a+ x1

a− x1
+

P2√
πa

√
a+ x2

a− x2
=

1√
πa

[
P1

√
a+ x1

a− x1
+P2

√
a+ x2

a− x2

]
. (2)

Here for convenience we will use the modified but not dimensionless (mode I) stress intensity factor

kr :=
√

πaKr ⇒ kr = P1

√
a+ x1

a− x1
+P2

√
a+ x2

a− x2
. (3)
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Additionally, we will also use the dimensionless positions of the uncertain normal loads P1 and P2
(Fig. 1) ξ1 :=

x1

a
and ξ2 :=

x2

a
with ξ1,ξ2 ∈ (−1,1) and ξ1 ̸= ξ2 (4)

with ξ := x/a. Then the formula (3) for the modified stress intensity factor kr takes the slightly
simpler form

kr = P1

√
1+ξ1

1−ξ1
+P2

√
1+ξ2

1−ξ2
. (5)

Now we can proceed to the use of the classical ellipsoidal model with respect to the present
uncertain (uncertain-but-bounded) parameters, i.e. the two uncertain concentrated normal loads P1
and P2 applied to the points ξ = ξ1 and ξ = ξ2, respectively. Here these two loads are assumed to
satisfy the following simple ellipsoidal inequality constraint (but here just in two dimensions P1P2):

E :=
P2

1
r2

1
+

P2
2

r2
2
≤ 1 with r1,r2 > 0. (6)

Obviously, the above inequality constraint (6) (which is denoted by the relevant symbol cons in
Mathematica) represents an ellipse (or, better, an elliptical uncertainty region) on the P1P2-plane
with semi-axes the two new deterministic parameters r1 (semi-axis along the P1-axis) and r2 (semi-
axis along the P2-axis). Here both of these parameters r1 and r2 are assumed to be known usually
having been previously determined on the basis of available experimental data concerning the two
uncertain concentrated normal loads P1 and P2 applied on both edges of the present crack (Fig. 1).

Under the present circumstances and beyond the inequality constraint E in Eq. (6) our obvious
additional assumptions A (denoted by the relevant symbol ass in Mathematica) have the form

A :=−1 < ξ1 < 1 ∧ −1 < ξ2 < 1 ∧ r1 > 0 ∧ r2 > 0. (7)

Now we are able to proceed to the determination of the range (the interval) of the modified stress
intensity factor kr in Eq. (5) at the right crack tip ξ = 1 (Fig. 1) by using the method of quantifier
elimination [104]. To this end, at first we take into account the related existentially quantified for-
mula ∃P1∃P2 such that k = kr under the inequality constraint E and the assumptions A , (8)

where, obviously, the symbol kr refers to the right hand-side of Eq. (5).
Next, we have to eliminate the existential quantifier ∃ and the two existentially quantified vari-

ables P1 and P2 (the two uncertain loads) by performing quantifier elimination [104]. This task can
easily be achieved by using the powerful and user-friendly implementation of quantifier elimination
in Mathematica by Strzeboński. More explicitly, we can use the quantifier elimination command

Refine[Reduce[Exists[{P1,P2}, cons∧ ass, k == kr], k, Reals], ass]//Simplify [c1]

Here the basic command used is the general-purpose Reduce command of Mathematica [107],
which performs the quantifier elimination. Alternatively, the Resolve command of Mathematica,
which is devoted to quantifier elimination, can also be used (and it was really used) instead of the
Reduce command in the present case with exactly the same output. Moreover, the auxiliary Refine
and Simplify commands in the above quantifier elimination command [c1] simply permit a much
more compact appearance of the output. The derived QFF (quantifier-free formula) has the form

− k0r ≤ kr ≤ k0r and, equivalently, kr ∈ [−k0r, k0r ], (9)

where for convenience we used the symbol kr (instead of k) and we introduced the new symbol k0r
defined by

k0r :=

√
(1+ξ1)(1−ξ2)r2

1 +(1−ξ1)(1+ξ2)r2
2

(1−ξ1)(1−ξ2)
=

√
1+ξ1

1−ξ1
r2

1 +
1+ξ2

1−ξ2
r2

2 . (10)
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Obviously, in the QFF (9), −k0r is the greatest lower bound and k0r the least upper bound of the
modified (mode I) stress intensity factor kr at the right crack tip ξ = 1 of the present crack under
uncertainty conditions with respect to the two concentrated normal loads (forces) P1 and P2 (Fig. 1).

Alternatively, exactly the same interval [−k0r, k0r] can also be computed by using the MinValue
and MaxValue commands of Mathematica [107], which are devoted to minimization and maximiza-
tion, respectively. In this way, at first, by using the minimization command

Refine[MinValue[{kr, cons∧ ass}, {P1,P2}], ass]//Simplify [c2]

we obtain the expected result −k0r (left endpoint of the range of kr in the interval of the QFF (9)).
Similarly, by using the completely analogous maximization command

Refine[MaxValue[{kr, cons∧ ass}, {P1,P2}], ass]//Simplify [c3]

we get the expected result k0r (right endpoint of the range of kr in the interval of the same QFF (9)).
Finally, we can mention that the expression of the auxiliary symbol k0r displayed in Eq. (10)

can also easily be rewritten in the equivalent form

k0r =

√
(a2 − x1x2)(r2

1 + r2
2)+a(r2

1 − r2
2)(x1 − x2)

(a− x1)(a− x2)
(11)

with the use of the original length variables x1,2 = aξ1,2 on the crack of Fig. 1 instead of the corre-
sponding dimensionless length variables ξ1,2 = x1,2/a, which have been actually used previously
particularly during quantifier elimination and minimization/maximization with Mathematica [107].

We can also mention that we selected to use arbitrary symbols (parameters) to denote the deter-
ministic quantities a, x1, x2, r1 and r2 finally appearing in Eq. (11) instead of numerical values. This
is very convenient for the sake of generality of the result, here the range [−k0r, k0r ] of the modified
stress intensity factor kr in the QFF (9). Of course, alternatively, we could have simply used numer-
ical values for the above five symbols a, x1, x2, r1 and r2. (Completely analogous is the case with the
four parameters ξ1, ξ2, r1 and r2 during quantifier elimination and/or minimization/maximization.)
Of course, the alternative (but just for generality not having preferred here) approach to use numer-
ical values has also the computational advantage that it is more convenient to Mathematica [107]
both in quantifier elimination and in minimization/maximization. But, on the other hand, it can be
repeated that, unfortunately, quantifier elimination has a doubly-exponential computational com-
plexity [108]. Hence, the use of several free and/or quantified variables frequently makes quantifier
elimination impossible at least in a reasonable time interval. (Incidentally, in Mathematica, the re-
quired time is measured and displayed by using the frequently useful Timing auxiliary command.)

Evidently, in a completely analogous manner, we can work with the (mode I) stress intensity
factor Kl at the left crack tip x = −a (Fig. 1). Then Eqs. (2) and (3) take the following slightly
modified forms (now essentially with minus instead of plus before x1 and x2 and conversely):

Kl =
P1√
πa

√
a− x1

a+ x1
+

P2√
πa

√
a− x2

a+ x2
=

1√
πa

[
P1

√
a− x1

a+ x1
+P2

√
a− x2

a+ x2

]
, (12)

kl :=
√

πaKl ⇒ kl = P1

√
a− x1

a+ x1
+P2

√
a− x2

a+ x2
, (13)

respectively (obviously, with the symbol kl now referring to the left crack tip ξ =−1). Of course,
the second of Eqs. (13) can also be written in the following equivalent form (now with the use of the
dimensionless length variable ξ on the crack and its values ξ1,2 = x1,2/a at the loading positions):

kl = P1

√
1−ξ1

1+ξ1
+P2

√
1−ξ2

1+ξ2
. (14)
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Of course, the ellipsoidal inequality constraint E displayed in Eq. (6) and concerning the elliptical
uncertainty region of the loading (P1,P2) on the P1P2-plane (the loading plane) remains unchanged.

Working exactly as we did previously for the right crack tip x = a (or, equivalently, ξ = 1),
but now for the left crack tip x = −a (or, equivalently, ξ = −1), for the modified (mode I) stress
intensity factor kl at the left crack tip in Eq. (14), we find the following uncertainty interval (here
uncertainty range):

− k0l ≤ kl ≤ k0l and, equivalently, kl ∈ [−k0l, k0l ]. (15)

This uncertainty interval is completely analogous to the uncertainty interval (9) for the right crack
tip x = a (or ξ = 1), but here for convenience we have introduced the new symbol k0l defined by

k0l :=

√
(1−ξ1)(1+ξ2)r2

1 +(1+ξ1)(1−ξ2)r2
2

(1+ξ1)(1+ξ2)
=

√
1−ξ1

1+ξ1
r2

1 +
1−ξ2

1+ξ2
r2

2 . (16)

Finally, Eq. (11) (for the symbol k0r at the right crack tip x = a) now takes (for the symbol k0l at
the left crack tip x =−a) the following completely analogous form:

k0l =

√
(a2 − x1x2)(r2

1 + r2
2)−a(r2

1 − r2
2)(x1 − x2)

(a+ x1)(a+ x2)
. (17)

So far we have clearly observed the uncertainty propagation from the inequality constraint E in
Eq. (6) (the elliptical region E concerning the uncertain concentrated normal loads P1 and P2 applied
to the crack of Fig. 1) to the also uncertain modified (here simply multiplied by the factor

√
πa)

stress intensity factors kr :=
√

πaKr and kl :=
√

πaKl . This uncertainty has become clear in the
computed intervals (both by quantifier elimination and by minimization/maximization) [−k0r, k0r ]
and [−k0l, k0l ] for the modified stress intensity factors kr and kl in Eqs. (9) and (15), respectively.

Our next, final and, possibly, rather interesting task is not to restrict our attention to the ranges
(the uncertainty intervals) of the modified (mode I) stress intensity factors kr and kl at the two crack
tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respectively, but to proceed further with the determination of the complete
related uncertainty region Ekrkl of course now on the krkl-plane (the output plane of the modified
stress intensity factors kr and kl). Here we assume the following concrete (numerical) values:

ξ1 =− 1
2
, ξ2 =

3
4
, r1 = 3, r2 = 2 (18)

of the four deterministic (crisp) quantities ξ1, ξ2, r1 and r2. Then the two uncertain modified stress
intensity factors kr and kl at the right and the left crack tips, respectively, will be determined by

kr = kr,P :=
P1√

3
+
√

7P2 and kl = kl,P :=
√

3P1 +
P2√

7
. (19)

(These two formulae directly result from Eqs. (5) and (14), respectively.) Moreover, the ellipsoidal
(here elliptical) inequality constraint E displayed in Eq. (6) now takes its concrete (numerical) form

En =
P2

1
9

+
P2

2
4

≤ 1 (20)

without parameters any more. (We denote the above inequality constraint by the symbol consn in
Mathematica.) The graphical representation of the corresponding elliptical uncertainty region EP1P2

on the P1P2-plane is displayed in Fig. 2 (left figure there). For the determination of the correspond-
ing uncertainty region Ekr kl on the kr kl-plane, we use the following existentially quantified formula:

∃P1∃P2 such that kr = kr,P and kl = kl,P under the inequality constraint En , (21)

where the two symbols kr,P and kl,P refer to the right-hand sides of the equations for the modified
stress intensity factors kr and kl , respectively, Eqs. (19), and they have been already defined there.
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Fig. 2. The elliptical uncertainty region EP1P2 of the uncertain loading (P1,P2) on the P1P2-plane
(left figure) and the corresponding elliptical uncertainty region Ekrkl on the kr kl-plane (right figure).

Now we can perform quantifier elimination to the existentially quantified formula (21) thus elim-
inating both the existential quantifier ∃ and the quantified variables P1 and P2 appearing in this for-
mula. This task is easily achieved with Mathematica by using the quantifier elimination command

Reduce[Exists[{P1,P2}, consn, kr == krP∧ kl == klP], {kr,kl}, Reals] [c4]

(based again on the Reduce command). The resulting QFF (quantifier-free formula) has the form(
kr = −

√
31 ∧ kl =− 13√

31

)
∨
(
−
√

31 < kr <
√

31

∧ 13kr

31
− 40

31

√
3
7

√
31− k2

r ≤ kl ≤
13kr

31
+

40
31

√
3
7

√
31− k2

r

)
∨
(

kr =
√

31 ∧ kl =
13√
31

)
. (22)

The approximation to this QFF with decimal numbers (by using the N command of Mathematica) is

(kr = −5.56776 ∧ kl =−2.33487) ∨
(
−5.56776 < kr < 5.56776

∧ 0.419355kr −0.844714
√

31− k2
r ≤ kl ≤ 0.419355kr +0.844714

√
31− k2

r

)
∨ (kr = 5.56776 ∧ kl = 2.33487). (23)

Now, alternatively, just by reversing the order of the two free variables kr and kl in the quantifier
elimination command [c4], i.e. by using the slightly modified quantifier elimination command

Reduce[Exists[{P1,P2}, consn, kr == krP∧ kl == klP], {kl,kr}, Reals] [c5]

we get the following QFF (quantifier-free formula):(
kl = −

√
193
7

∧ kr =−13

√
7

193

)
∨
(
−
√

193
7

< kl <

√
193
7

∧ 91kl

193
− 40

193

√
3
√

193−7k2
l ≤ kr ≤

91kl

193
+

40
193

√
3
√

193−7k2
l

)
∨
(

kl =

√
193
7

∧ kr = 13

√
7

193

)
. (24)
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Fig. 3. The rectangular uncertainty region Rkrkl on the kr kl-plane (left figure) compared
with the inscribed elliptical uncertainty region Ekrkl on the same plane (right figure).

It is clear that the above QFF (24) is mathematically–logically completely equivalent to the initial
QFF (22). Moreover, the approximation to the above QFF (24) with decimal numbers has the form

(kl = −5.25085 ∧ kr =−2.47579) ∨
(
−5.25085 < kl < 5.25085

∧ 0.471503kl −0.358974
√

193−7k2
l ≤ kr ≤ 0.471503kl +0.358974

√
193−7k2

l

)
∨ (kl = 5.25085 ∧ kr = 2.47579). (25)

In Fig. 2 (right figure there), we display the uncertainty region Ekrkl represented by the QFF (22)
or, equivalently, the QFF (24). We observe that this region is also an ellipse and this fact is simply
due to the linearity of Eqs. (19) with respect to the concentrated loads P1 and P2 applied to both
crack edges. But, on the other hand, it is observed that the ellipse Ekrkl (in Fig. 2, right figure there)
is an inclined ellipse with respect to the axes kr kl contrary to the ellipse EP1P2 (in Fig. 2, left figure
there), which has semi-axes parallel to the axes P1P2 under the inequality constraint En in Eq. (20).

In any case, Fig. 2 illustrates the uncertainty propagation from the two concentrated loads P1
and P2 (left figure in Fig. 2) to the two modified stress intensity factors kr and kl (right figure in
Fig. 2) in the present crack problem in fracture mechanics. It is also clear that in the present uncer-
tainty propagation problem, where we are interested in the region of the output quantities kr and kl
on the krkl-plane and not simply in the related intervals, we must use the method of quantifier elim-
ination with the method of minimization/maximization being (at least at first sight) inapplicable.

We can also observe that by using the adopted numerical values (18) in the two symbolic inter-
vals (9) (together with Eq. (10)) and (15) (together with Eq. (16)), we find the numerical intervals

kr ∈ [−5.56776, 5.56776 ] and kl ∈ [−5.25085, 5.25085]. (26)

These intervals are in complete agreement with the QFFs (23) and (25) as well as Fig. 2 (right figure
there) as can be directly observed. This constitutes a partial verification of the QFFs (23) and (25)
and it was really expected. On the other hand, the intervals (26) constitute a rectangle (a box) Rkrkl

on the kr kl-plane. This rectangle (box) Rkrkl is shown in Fig. 3 (left figure there). Additionally,
the same rectangle Rkrkl surrounds the ellipse Ekrkl as is also illustrated in Fig. 3 (right figure there).
More explicitly, the ellipse Ekrkl is inscribed in the rectangle (the box) Rkrkl as was really expected.

Finally, we should mention that in the above results, where negative values of the modified stress
intensity factors kr and kl are also present, we assumed that the crack edges have a small relative
displacement that permits these negative values. This is often the case with machine-made cracks.
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O x and ξ :=
x
a

y

distributed load p0(x)≡ p(ξ )

crack

x =−a
(ξ =−1)

x = a
(ξ = 1)

Fig. 4. A straight crack inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium loaded (on both its edges)
by an uncertain distributed normal load p0(x)≡ p(ξ ) with x ∈ [−a,a] and ξ := x/a ∈ [−1,1]).

3. A single straight crack loaded by an uncertain distributed normal load
3.1. The crack problem, the stress intensity factors and the inequality constraint

In this section, we will again study the problem of a single straight crack [−a,a ] of length 2a
(with x ∈ [−a,a]) on the Ox-axis inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium under either plane
strain or generalized plane stress conditions exactly as previously. Moreover, for convenience we
will use again the dimensionless length variable ξ := x/a with ξ ∈ [−1,1] on the crack [−a,a ]. But,
on the other hand, here, contrary to the previous section, Section 2, the crack is assumed loaded by
an uncertain distributed normal load p0(x) ≡ p(ξ ) (with x ∈ [−a,a ] and ξ ∈ [−1,1]), Fig. 4, and
not by two uncertain concentrated normal loads P1 and P2 as was assumed in the previous section,
Section 2. This is a significant change because now we have an uncertain function p0(x)≡ p(ξ ) as
an uncertain loading ‘parameter’ instead of two uncertain loading parameters P1 and P2 previously.

Under the present loading p0(x)≡ p(ξ ) the two stress intensity factors Kr, p and Kl, p at the right
crack tip x = a (or ξ = 1) and the left crack tip x =−a (or ξ =−1), respectively, take the extremely
well-known forms

Kr, p =
1√
πa

∫ a

−a

√
a+ x
a− x

p0(x)dx and Kl, p =
1√
πa

∫ a

−a

√
a− x
a+ x

p0(x)dx. (27)

Evidently, the above two forms result from integrations over the crack [−a,a] as is explicitly men-
tioned e.g. by Broek [1, Chapter 3, Section 3.5] with the uncertain distributed normal load p0(x)
on the crack (on both its edges), Fig. 4, acting as a series of uncertain concentrated normal loads
(forces) Pi. Analogously to the previous section, Section 2, here for convenience we prefer to use
again the corresponding modified stress intensity factors kr and kl (with ξ := x/a and p(ξ )≡ p0(x)
with x ∈ [−a,a ] and ξ ∈ [−1,1]). These modified stress intensity factors kr and kl are defined as

kr :=
Kr, p√

πa
=

1
π

∫ 1

−1

√
1+ξ
1−ξ

p(ξ )dξ and kl :=
Kl, p√

πa
=

1
π

∫ 1

−1

√
1−ξ
1+ξ

p(ξ )dξ (28)

(because x = aξ and dx = adξ ) at the right and the left crack tips, ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respectively.
Here we will also use the following three appropriate weight functions on this crack [−1,1]:

wc(ξ ) =
1√

1−ξ 2
, wr(ξ ) = (1+ξ )wc(ξ ) =

√
1+ξ
1−ξ

, wl(ξ ) = (1−ξ )wc(ξ ) =

√
1−ξ
1+ξ

. (29)
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Then Eqs. (28) for the modified stress intensity factors kr and kl take the somewhat simpler forms

kr :=
Kr, p√

πa
=

1
π

∫ 1

−1
wr(ξ )p(ξ )dξ and kl :=

Kl, p√
πa

=
1
π

∫ 1

−1
wl(ξ )p(ξ )dξ . (30)

Now, as far as the uncertain loading (that is here the distributed normal load p(ξ )) on the crack
is concerned, instead of the ellipsoidal inequality constraint E displayed in Eq. (6) of the previous
section, Section 2 (ellipsoidal model, but there in two dimensions, i.e. essentially elliptical model),
in this section, we will assume the validity of the following somewhat more complicated inequality
constraint having an integral form:

C :=
1
π

∫ 1

−1
wc(ξ )p2(ξ )dξ ≤ b2. (31)

In this inequality constraint, C, the new symbol b (obviously with b > 0) denotes a known positive
constant whereas the weight function wc(ξ ) was already defined in the first of Eqs. (29).

The same inequality constraint, C , is completely analogous to the inequality constraint having
been assumed by Elishakoff, Wang, Hu and Qiu [67, p. 50, Eq. (4)] in the problem of a two-span
beam under an uncertain distributed load (exactly as is also assumed here) studied there. For the so-
lution of this beam problem under uncertainty conditions Elishakoff, Wang, Hu and Qiu [67] used
the classical Bubnov–Galerkin method approximating the inequality constraint used in this refer-
ence [67, p. 50, Eq. (4)] by a generalized ellipsoidal inequality constraint after expansions of both
the loading and the deflection of the beam to appropriate coordinate functions [67, p. 50, Section 3].

3.2. Uncertainty intervals/regions by using the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule with two nodes
Here, in our straight crack problem of Fig. 4 under an uncertain distributed normal load p(ξ )

(with ξ ∈ [−1,1]) on the crack, we selected not to use the Bubnov–Galerkin method, but to prefer
the direct quadrature method instead, which is based on numerical integration instead of a finite
series expansion for the distributed normal load p(ξ ). Naturally, because of the forms of the three
weight functions wc(ξ ), wr(ξ ) and wl(ξ ) in Eqs. (29) and, especially, the first of them, wc(ξ ), it is
obvious that the appropriate quadrature (numerical integration) rule to be used here in the applica-
tion of the quadrature method is the Gauss–Chebyshev (or Chebyshev–Gauss) quadrature rule (of
the first kind). This extremely well-known and so popular (especially in crack problems) quadrature
rule (see, e.g., the classical monograph by Davis and Rabinowitz [134, p. 98] on numerical integra-
tion) has the following simple form (here with n nodes tiG and a polynomial accuracy 2n−1):∫ 1

−1
wc(t)g(t)dt ≈

n

∑
i=1

AiG g(tiG). (32)

In this rule, the n nodes tiG and the corresponding weights AiG are given by the very simple closed-
form formulae

tiG = cos
(2i−1)π

2n
, AiG =

π
n
, i = 1,2, . . . ,n. (33)

For example, for n = 2 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) we directly find that

t1G =
1√
2
≈ 0.707107, t2G =− 1√

2
≈−0.707107, A1G = A2G =

π
2
≈ 1.57080. (34)

Now we can simply apply the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) to the assumed inequality
constraint C defined in Eq. (31) for the uncertain distributed normal load p(ξ ) on the crack [−1,1]
(Fig. 4). Then this inequality constraint C takes its modified and now, evidently, approximate form

Cn :=
1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiG p2
i ≤ b2 with b > 0 and pi := p(tiG), i = 1,2, . . . ,n. (35)

Analogously, we can also apply the same quadrature rule (32) to the integral expressions (30) of the
two modified stress intensity factors kr and kl at the right and the left crack tips, ξ =−1 and ξ = 1,
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respectively. The relevant weight functions wr(ξ ) and wl(ξ ) are given by the second and the third
of Eqs. (29), respectively. The directly resulting approximate expressions krn ≈ kr and kln ≈ kl of
these two modified stress intensity factors in Eqs. (30) have the forms

krn :=
1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiG(1+ tiG)pi and kln :=
1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiG(1− tiG)pi . (36)

Now for small values of n we can use the method of quantifier elimination (already also having
been used in the previous section, Section 2) in order to become able to obtain the approximate un-
certainty ranges (uncertainty intervals) of the two modified stress intensity factors kr and kl under
the approximate inequality constraint Cn in Eq. (35). For this task we will simply use the approxi-
mate Eqs. (35) and (36) already resulted by using the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32).

In this subsection, we begin with n= 2 nodes, where Eqs. (34) hold true. In this very simple case
of application of the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule, the approximate formulae for the modified
stress intensity factors kr and kl directly result from Eqs. (36) and they have the simple linear forms

kr ≈ krn =
1
4
[
(2+

√
2)p1 +(2−

√
2)p2

]
≈ 0.853553p1 +0.146447p2 , (37)

kl ≈ kln =
1
4
[
(2−

√
2)p1 +(2+

√
2)p2

]
≈ 0.146447p1 +0.853553p2 . (38)

Similarly, the approximate inequality constraint Cn in Eq. (35) now directly reduces to its special
form C2, which is simply

C2 = p2
1 + p2

2 ≤ 2b2 again with b > 0. (39)

It is clear that the above form (denoted by the relevant symbol cons2 in Mathematica) represents
a circle, which is, evidently, a very special case of the ellipsoidal model having been adopted here.

For the determination of the ranges of kr and kl we can use the vector of load-related variables

Pn := {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and here with n = 2 P2 := {p1, p2}. (40)

Obviously, here we can use the two existentially quantified formulae (for kr and kl , respectively)
∃P2 such that kr = krn under the inequality constraint C2 , (41)
∃P2 such that kl = kln under the inequality constraint C2 . (42)

In these two formulae, the two approximate quantities krn and kln are given by the right-hand sides
of Eqs. (37) and (38), respectively, whereas the inequality constraint C2 is given by Eq. (39).

Now it is indeed a very simple task to proceed to quantifier elimination again by using its pow-
erful and user-friendly implementation in Mathematica [107] by Strzeboński on the basis of the
general-purpose Reduce command, but with the supplementary use of the Refine and Simplify
auxiliary commands as well. The related quantifier elimination commands have the forms

Refine[Reduce[Exists[{p[1],p[2]}, cons2∧ b>0, kr == krn], kr, Reals]
//Simplify, b>0] [c6]

Refine[Reduce[Exists[{p[1],p[2]}, cons2∧ b>0, kl == kln], kl, Reals]
//Simplify, b>0] [c7]

The resulting QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) are similar in both cases and they have the interval
forms

Qr =−
√

3
2

b ≤ kr ≤
√

3
2

b and with decimal numbers −1.22474b ≤ kr ≤ 1.22474b, (43)

Ql =−
√

3
2

b ≤ kl ≤
√

3
2

b and with decimal numbers −1.22474b ≤ kl ≤ 1.22474b. (44)

It is understood that here, where we used the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule for the approxi-
mation of the integrals in Eqs. (30) and (31), the above two QFFs Qr and Ql are also approximate.
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Hence, the uncertainty interval (the uncertainty range) of both modified stress intensity factors kr
and kl is

kr,kl ∈

[
−
√

3
2

b,

√
3
2

b

]
≈ [−1.22474b, 1.22474b ]. (45)

So far we have determined only the uncertainty intervals (the uncertainty ranges) of the two
modified stress intensity factors kr and kl at the crack tips ξ =−1 and ξ = 1, respectively. Now we
intend to proceed further to the determination of the actual uncertainty region Ekrkl on the kr kl-plane
exactly as we already did in the previous section, Section 2, in the case of the uncertain concentrated
normal loads P1 and P2 (Fig. 1) having been assumed as the loading of the crack there. To this end,
instead of the two separate existentially quantified formulae (41) and (42) concerning the modified
stress intensity factors kr and kl , we will use the similar (but now combined) existentially quantified
formula

∃P2 such that kr = krn and kl = kln under the inequality constraint C2 (46)

concerning both modified stress intensity factors kr and kl at the two crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1,
respectively. The related quantifier elimination command in Mathematica takes the modified form

Refine[Reduce[Exists[{p[1],p[2]},cons2∧ b>0, kr = krn∧ kl == kln],
{kr,kl}, Reals], b>0]//Together//PowerExpand [c8]

again with the use of the popular general-purpose Reduce command of Mathematica here for quan-
tifier elimination, but also with the supplementary use of the Refine, Together and PowerExpand
auxiliary commands aiming to a simplified appearance of the output of the above command [c8].

The resulting QFF (quantifier-free formula) Qrl has the form

Qrl = (kr =−b∗ ∧ kl = a−) ∨ (−b∗ < kr < b∗ ∧ a− ≤ kl ≤ a+) ∨ (kr = b∗ ∧ kl = a−), (47)

where (after appropriate full simplification of a∓ with the FullSimplify command)

b∗ :=

√
3
2

b ≈ 1.22474b, a∓ :=
1
3

(
kr∓2

√
3b2 −2k2

r

)
≈ 0.333333

(
kr∓2

√
3b2 −2k2

r

)
. (48)

Quite similarly, we can find the same QFF in an equivalent form now simply adopting the reverse
order of the two free (non-quantified) variables kr and kl , i.e. with the order (kl,kr) instead of the
order (kr,kl) in the above quantifier elimination command [c8]. The resulting QFF has the form

Qlr = (kl =−b∗ ∧ kr = a−) ∨ (−b∗ < kl < b∗ ∧ a− ≤ kr ≤ a+) ∨ (kl = b∗ ∧ kr = a−), (49)

where now (again after appropriate full simplification of a∓ with the FullSimplify command)

b∗ :=

√
3
2

b ≈ 1.22474b, a∓ :=
1
3

(
kl ∓2

√
3b2 −2k2

l

)
≈ 0.333333

(
kl ∓2

√
3b2 −2k2

l

)
, (50)

that is with the same expression of b∗. Therefore, this second QFF (49) together with Eqs. (50)
simply results by replacing kl with kr and, additionally, kr with kl in the first QFF (47) together with
Eqs. (48). This reversal of the order of kr and kl seems to be reasonable in the present crack problem.

In Fig. 5 (left figure there), we display the graphical representation of the circular uncertainty
region C2 (the inequality constraint in Eq. (39)) for the uncertain distributed load p(ξ ) on the crack
here for n = 2 (i.e. represented by its values p1 and p2 at the two nodes t1G and t2G of the Gauss–
Chebyshev quadrature rule, respectively) and also b = 1. In the same figure (right figure of Fig. 5),
we also display the resulting uncertainty region Ekrkl given by the QFF (47) (together with Eqs. (48))
or by the equivalent QFF (49) (together with Eqs. (50)). Hence, Fig. 5 illustrates the uncertainty
propagation from the original uncertainty region C2 (concerning the uncertain distributed normal
load p(ξ ) on the crack edges, Fig. 4), which is a circular region, to the final uncertainty region Ekrkl

(concerning the uncertain modified stress intensity factors kr and kl at the two crack tips ξ = −1
and ξ = 1, respectively), which is an elliptical region. This fact is again simply due to the linearity
of Eqs. (37) and (38) for the two uncertain modified stress intensity factors kr and kl , respectively.
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Fig. 5. The circular uncertainty region C2 of the uncertain distributed normal load p(ξ )
(here with n = 2 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) used here and b = 1)

on the p1 p2-plane (left figure) and the corresponding elliptical uncertainty region Ekrkl

of the two modified stress intensity factors kr and kl at the right crack tip ξ = 1
and the left crack tip ξ =−1, respectively, on the kr kl-plane (right figure).

3.3. Uncertainty intervals/regions by using the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule with three nodes

Quite similarly, by using again the method of quantifier elimination [104], we can also proceed
to the case where three nodes tiG are used in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule [134, p. 98]),
i.e. in the quadrature rule (32) (but now with n = 3 nodes tiG), in the present crack problem under an
uncertain distributed normal load p(ξ ) with ξ ∈ [−1,1] (Fig. 4). In this case, the nodes tiG and the
corresponding weights AiG determined from Eqs. (33) are given by the simple closed-form formulae

t1G=

√
3
2
≈0.866025, t2G=0, t3G=−

√
3
2
≈−0.866025, A1G=A2G=A3G=

π
3
≈1.04720. (51)

Now, Eqs. (36) concerning the approximate modified stress intensity factors krn and kln at the
two crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respectively, which have resulted by using the Gauss–Chebyshev
quadrature rule (32) (here with n = 3 nodes tiG) take the following and again linear forms:

kr ≈ krn =
1
6
[(

2+
√

3
)

p1 +2p2 +
(
2−

√
3
)

p3
]

≈ 0.622008p1 +0.333333p2 +0.0446582p3 , (52)

kl ≈ kln =
1
6
[(

2−
√

3
)

p1 +2p2 +
(
2+

√
3
)

p3
]

≈ 0.0446582p1 +0.333333p2 +0.622008p3 . (53)

Similarly, the approximate ellipsoidal inequality constraint Cn defined in Eq. (35) and having also
resulted by using the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule now takes the form (again with n = 3)

C3 = p2
1 + p2

2 + p2
3 ≤ 3b2 with b > 0. (54)

Obviously, this inequality constraint, C3, represents a sphere (that is a special case of an ellipsoid) in
the present application of the ellipsoidal model adopted here under an uncertain distributed normal
load p(ξ ) (Fig. 4) and, finally (after numerical integration), with three uncertain parameters p1, p2
and p3 explicitly appearing in Eqs. (52) and (53) as well as in the inequality constraint (54).

We can now proceed to the determination of the uncertainty ranges of kr and kl exactly as we
already did in the previous subsection, Subsection 3.2 with two nodes there. To this end we can use
the vector of quantified variables

P3 := {p1, p2, p3}. (55)
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Obviously, here we can use the two existentially quantified formulae

∃P3 such that kr = krn under the inequality constraint C3 , (56)

∃P3 such that kl = kln under the inequality constraint C3 . (57)

These two quantified formulae are completely analogous to the respective quantified formulae (41)
and (42) in the previous subsection. In the above formulae (56) and (57), the approximate quan-
tities krn and kln are given by the right-hand sides of Eqs. (52) and (53), respectively, whereas the
inequality constraint C3 for the ellipsoidal model having been adopted here is given by Eq. (54) in
all three cases after the application of the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) with n = 3 nodes.

Proceeding to quantifier elimination exactly as previously (but, evidently, now with three exis-
tentially quantified variables: p1, p2 and p3), with the help of Mathematica [107] we obtain again
the approximate QFFs Qr and Ql in Eqs. (43) and (44), respectively, concerning the two modi-
fied stress intensity factors kr and kl at the crack tips, respectively, or, equivalently, concerning the
uncertainty interval (or uncertainty range) (45) of the same stress intensity factors kr and kl .

At first sight, this situation seems to be somewhat strange because here we have two different
existentially quantified formulae, the above formulae (56) and (57), with three existentially quanti-
fied variables, the values p1, p2 and p3 of the uncertain distributed normal load p(ξ ) on the crack
(Fig. 4) at the nodes t1G, t2G and t3G, respectively, of the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32).
On the other hand, in the previous subsection, Subsection 3.2, we had the existentially quantified
formulae (41) and (42) with two existentially quantified variables: p1 and p2. But at this point it
should also be remarked that the same situation is not so strange if we take into account that both
in the previous subsection, Subsection 3.2 (with n = 2 nodes tiG), and in the present subsection,
Subsection 3.3 (with n = 3 nodes tiG), we just approximated the same integral formulae, Eqs. (30)
and (31), and not different integral formulae by using the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule; hence,
only the number of nodes tiG has changed (now n = 3 nodes instead of n = 2 nodes previously).

Beyond the uncertainty interval (or uncertainty range) of the two modified stress intensity fac-
tors kr and kl at the crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1 (Fig. 4), respectively, we can also proceed again
to the computation of the actual uncertainty region Ekrkl on the kr kl-plane. Working exactly as in
the previous subsection, Subsection 3.2, now we have the existentially quantified formula

∃P3 such that kr = krn and kl = kln under the inequality constraint C3 (58)

concerning both modified stress intensity factors kr and kl . The related quantifier elimination com-
mand in Mathematica [107] has again the form [c8], but now with the variables p[1],p[2],p[3]
as existentially quantified variables in the relevant list of variables.

The resulting QFF (quantifier-free formula) is seen to coincide with the QFF (47) (together
with Eqs. (48)) or with the QFF (49) (together with Eqs. (50)) after a reversal of the order of the
two free variables kr and kl . Therefore, we remark that in the present simple crack problem the
increase of the number n of nodes tiG in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) from n = 2
to n = 3 had no influence at all on the uncertainty interval/region concerning the two modified
stress intensity factors kr and kl . Naturally, this is not generally the case because the increase of the
number of nodes n generally should increase the accuracy in the computation of integrals with the
use of numerical integration rules. This increase in accuracy will become clear in the results of the
subsequent section, Section 4, concerning a slightly more difficult weight function wc(ξ ) (a weight
function with an exponential term) in the present crack problem (Fig. 4). In the same section, we
will work with up to n = 14 nodes for this crack problem, but with the new weight function there.

Finally, perhaps it is also worthwhile to mention that having also worked with n = 4 nodes tiG in
the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) for the present crack problem, we have again been able
to find the uncertainty interval (range) (45) valid for both modified stress intensity factors kr and kl .
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4. A crack loaded by a distributed load and with an exponential term in the weight function
4.1. The crack problem, the stress intensity factors and the uncertainty inequality constraint

In this section, we consider the same crack problem, that is a single straight crack [−a,a]
of length 2a (with x ∈ [−a,a ]) on the Ox-axis inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium
under either plane strain or generalized plane stress conditions and under an uncertain distributed
normal load p0(x) (or p(ξ ) ≡ p0(x) with ξ := x/a and ξ ∈ [−1,1]), Fig. 4, applied to the crack
edges exactly as in the previous section, Section 3. But here the weight function wc(ξ ) assumed
in the inequality constraint C , which is defined in Eq. (31), is somewhat more complicated than
previously now including an exponential factor e−ξ and having the form

we(ξ ) =
e−ξ√
1−ξ 2

(59)

instead of the simpler form wc(ξ ) = 1/
√

1−ξ 2 previously in the first of the weight functions (29).
Moreover, simply for computational convenience, that is just for the reduction of the number of

variables during quantifier eliminations, here we will use the dimensionless form pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b
of the uncertain distributed normal load p(ξ ) on the crack. Then the inequality constraint takes its
dimensionless form

Cd :=
1
π

∫ 1

−1
we(ξ )p2

d(ξ )dξ ≤ 1 (60)

instead of its previous form C, which has been defined in Eq. (31). (The other two weight functions,
i.e. the weight functions wr(ξ ) and wl(ξ ) defined in Eqs. (29), remain the same and they are given
again by the second and the third of Eqs. (29), respectively. This is absolutely necessary because
these weight functions are related to the stress intensity factors Kr, p and Kl, p at the crack tips ξ = 1
and ξ =−1, respectively, and they were derived on the basis of linear elastic fracture mechanics.)
Moreover, beyond the use of the dimensionless uncertain distributed normal load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b,
here we will also use the relevant and also dimensionless stress intensity factors

kd,r : =
kr

b
=

Kr, p

b
√

πa
=

1
π

∫ 1

−1

√
1+ξ
1−ξ

pd(ξ )dξ =
1
π

∫ 1

−1
wr(ξ )pd(ξ )dξ , (61)

kd, l : =
kl

b
=

Kl, p

b
√

πa
=

1
π

∫ 1

−1

√
1−ξ
1+ξ

pd(ξ )dξ =
1
π

∫ 1

−1
wl(ξ )pd(ξ )dξ (62)

instead of the corresponding modified stress intensity factors kr and kl , respectively, having been
defined in Eqs. (28) and, equivalently, (30) and used in the previous section, Section 3.

4.2. Uncertainty intervals/regions by using the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule
Here we will employ again the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (or numerical integration

rule) given by Eq. (32) (together with Eqs. (33) for its n nodes tiG and the corresponding weights AiG)
exactly as in the previous section, Section 3. Now, by applying the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature
rule (32) to the dimensionless inequality constraint Cd defined in Eq. (60) with the help of the di-
mensionless uncertain distributed normal load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b applied on both edges of the crack
(Fig. 4), we get its dimensionless approximate (because of the use of numerical integration) form

Cd,n :=
1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiG e−tiG p2
d, i ≤ 1 with pd, i := pd(tiG), i = 1,2, . . . ,n. (63)

Analogously, we also apply the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule to the integral expressions (61)
and (62) of the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the right crack tip ξ = 1
and the left crack tip ξ =−1, respectively. The related weight functions wr(ξ ) and wl(ξ ) are given
by the second and the third of Eqs. (29), respectively. Then we obtain the following approximate
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expressions kd,rn ≈ kd,r and kd, ln ≈ kd, l of these dimensionless stress intensity factors:

kd,rn :=
1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiG(1+ tiG)pd, i and kd, ln :=
1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiG(1− tiG)pd, i (64)

with the symbols pd, i having been already defined in Eq. (63). The above two expressions (64) are
completely analogous to the corresponding two expressions (36) in the previous section, Section 3.

Now, exactly as in the previous section, for small values of n we can use the method of quantifier
elimination in order to become able to determine the approximate ranges (the uncertainty intervals)
of the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l under the dimensionless inequality con-
straint Cd defined in Eq. (60). Evidently, for this task here we will use Eqs. (63) and (64) having re-
sulted by using numerical integration, more explicitly, the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32).

The computed approximate ranges (uncertainty intervals) of the dimensionless stress intensity
factors kd,r (at the right crack tip ξ = 1) and kd, l (at the left crack tip ξ =−1) with n = 2,3, . . . ,14
nodes are all of the forms

kd,r ∈ [−cr,cr ] and kd, l ∈ [−cl,cl ], (65)

respectively, where the quantities cr and cl defining their endpoints have the following values:

cr = 1.725204160687841948112408, cl = 0.8974664971515244130182722 for n = 2, (66)

cr = 1.759348930432583709940681, cl = 0.9142015601009713327043845 for n = 3, (67)

cr = 1.759907982462765295758842, cl = 0.9146836118093999453082861 for n = 4, (68)

cr = 1.759912156275274450633695, cl = 0.9146881457409670149836749 for n = 5, (69)

cr = 1.759912173755348432876842, cl = 0.9146881673075117364040894 for n = 6, (70)

cr = 1.759912173801920098047289, cl = 0.9146881673698089473670521 for n = 7, (71)

cr = 1.759912173802005749621046, cl = 0.9146881673699301106894271 for n = 8, (72)

cr = 1.759912173802005864739702, cl = 0.9146881673699302803532536 for n = 9, (73)

cr = 1.759912173802005864857620, cl = 0.9146881673699302805325793 for n = 10, (74)

cr = 1.759912173802005864857715, cl = 0.9146881673699302805327275 for n = 11, (75)

cr = 1.759912173802005864857715, cl = 0.9146881673699302805327276 for n = 12, (76)

cr = 1.759912173802005864857715, cl = 0.9146881673699302805327276 for n = 13, (77)

cr = 1.759912173802005864857715, cl = 0.9146881673699302805327276 for n = 14. (78)

From these intervals we directly observe that the present approach based on the Gauss–Cheby-
shev quadrature rule for numerical integration and the method of quantifier elimination in computer
algebra (here by using Mathematica [107]) permitted the computation of extremely accurate inter-
vals for both dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l in the present crack problem under
uncertainty conditions in its uncertain distributed normal load here the dimensionless load pd(ξ ).
More explicitly, from the above numerical results we observe that an accuracy of 25 significant
digits is accomplished for the range of kd,r (at the right crack tip) with n = 11 nodes in the Gauss–
Chebyshev quadrature rule as well as for the range of kd, l (at the left crack tip) with n = 12 nodes.

But on the other hand, much more interesting seems to be the uncertainty propagation from
the integral inequality constraint Cd defined in Eq. (60) and here in its approximate generalized
ellipsoidal form Cd,n defined in Eq. (63) in the pd, i (i = 1,2, . . . ,n) dimensionless loading space to
the kd,r kd, l dimensionless stress intensity factor space, which is here simply a plane. We denote
the two relevant equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) by the symbols Qrl,n (when the order
of the two free variables kd,r and kd, l is (kd,r,kd, l)) and Qlr,n (when the order of the same variables
is (kd, l,kd,r)) with n denoting the number of nodes tiG in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule.
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Fig. 6. The elliptical uncertainty region Cd,2 of the dimensionless uncertain distributed
normal load pd(ξ ) (here with n = 2 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule)

on the pd,1 pd,2-plane (left figure) and the corresponding uncertainty region R2,kd, r kd, l

of the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the right crack tip ξ = 1
and the left crack tip ξ =−1, respectively, now on the kd,r kd, l-plane (right figure).

For n = 2 nodes used in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32), i.e. with the loading val-
ues pd,1 and pd,2 as existentially quantified variables, we obtain the QFF (quantifier-free formula)

Qrl,2 = (kd,r =−1.725204160687841948112408 ∧ kd, l =−0.3653456979893776531926633)

∨
(
−1.725204160687841948112408 < kd,r < 1.725204160687841948112408

∧ 0.2117695437528470124178401kd,r

−
√

0.671968634470081630763276−0.2257709228557930894029791k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.2117695437528470124178401kd,r

+
√

0.671968634470081630763276−0.2257709228557930894029791k2
d,r

)
∨(kd,r=1.725204160687841948112408∧kd, l =0.3653456979893776531926633). (79)

This QFF is displayed here in its final (slightly simplified) form. For the computation of the above
QFF (79) we have used the order of free variables (kd,r,kd, l) in the quantifier elimination command.
By reversing this order to (kd, l,kd,r), we obtain the completely equivalent QFF (again with n = 2)

Qlr,2 = (kd, l =−0.8974664971515244130182722 ∧ kd,r =−0.7023057910921231714613561)

∨
(
−0.8974664971515244130182722 < kd, l < 0.8974664971515244130182722

∧ 0.7825426278542728254222076kd, l

−
√

2.483095971853108226471506−3.082882802716566020842250k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.7825426278542728254222076kd, l

+
√

2.483095971853108226471506−3.082882802716566020842250k2
d, l

)
∨(kd, l =0.8974664971515244130182722∧kd,r=0.7023057910921231714613561) (80)

again in its final (slightly simplified) form.
In Fig. 6 (left figure there), we display the graphical representation of the elliptical uncertainty

region Cd,2 (essentially the inequality constraint in Eq. (63)) assumed valid for the dimensionless
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Fig. 7. The uncertainty region R3,kd, r kd, l (with n=3 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature
rule) of the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the right crack tip ξ = 1 and
at the left crack tip ξ =−1, respectively, on the kd,r kd, l-plane (left figure) and both uncertainty

regions R2,kd, r kd, l with n = 2 nodes (inner ellipse) and R3,kd, r kd, l with n = 3 nodes (outer ellipse)
in the same quadrature rule (right figure).

uncertain distributed normal load pd(ξ ) on the crack edges here for n = 2 nodes (represented by its
values pd,1 and pd,2 only at the two nodes t1G and t2G , respectively). Evidently, this is an elliptical
region. In the same figure (Fig. 6, right figure there), we also display the resulting elliptical un-
certainty region R2,kd, r kd, l corresponding to the QFF Qrl,2 in Eq. (79) or the equivalent QFF Qlr,2
in Eq. (80). This figure, Fig. 6, illustrates the uncertainty propagation from the original elliptical
uncertainty region Cd,2 (concerning the dimensionless uncertain distributed normal load pd(ξ )) to
the final elliptical uncertainty region R2,kd, r kd, l (concerning the dimensionless and also uncertain
stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the two crack tips ξ =−1 and ξ = 1, Fig. 4, respectively).

Quite similarly, we can also easily work with n = 3 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature
rule (32). In this way, we obtain the corresponding two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Qrl,3 = (kd,r =−1.759348930432583709940681 ∧ kd, l =−0.3219970838691064000818113)

∨
(
−1.759348930432583709940681 < kd,r < 1.759348930432583709940681

∧ 0.1830205926177103896790389kd,r

−
√

0.732082370470841558716155−0.2365135277668814309484116k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.1830205926177103896790389kd,r

+
√

0.732082370470841558716155−0.2365135277668814309484116k2
d,r

)
∨(kd,r=1.759348930432583709940681∧kd, l =0.3219970838691064000818113), (81)

Qlr,3 = (kd, l =−0.9142015601009713327043845 ∧ kd,r =−0.6196721268392433914502908)

∨
(
−0.9142015601009713327043845 < kd, l < 0.9142015601009713327043845

∧ 0.6778287785582012311747577kd, l

−
√

2.711315114232804924699031−3.244113788743950579243504k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.6778287785582012311747577kd, l

+
√

2.711315114232804924699031−3.244113788743950579243504k2
d, l

)
∨(kd, l =0.9142015601009713327043845∧kd,r=0.6196721268392433914502908). (82)
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In Fig. 7, we display the elliptical uncertainty region R3,kd, r kd, l computed with n = 3 nodes
(left figure). In the same figure, we also display the same region R3,kd, r kd, l (outer ellipse), but now
together with the elliptical uncertainty region R2,kd, r kd, l computed with n = 2 nodes (inner ellipse)
and already having been displayed in Fig. 6 (right figure). In spite of the very small numbers n of
nodes tiG used (n = 2 and n = 3), these elliptical uncertainty regions almost coincide and, evidently,
for larger values of n the corresponding uncertainty regions Rn,kd, r kd, l become indistinguishable.

Next, with n = 4 nodes we obtain the two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Qrl,4 = kd,r =−1.759907982462765295758842 ∧ kd, l =−0.3211362494439891702780343)

∨
(
−1.759907982462765295758842 < kd,r < 1.759907982462765295758842

∧ 0.1824733182894029576438057kd,r

−
√

0.733517619005737016414153−0.2368266805179022843312832k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.1824733182894029576438057kd,r

+
√

0.733517619005737016414153−0.2368266805179022843312832k2
d,r

)
∨(kd,r=1.759907982462765295758842∧kd, l =0.3211362494439891702780343), (83)

Qlr,4 = (kd, l =−0.9146836118093999453082861 ∧ kd,r =−0.6178860554160660201073463)

∨
(
−0.9146836118093999453082861 < kd, l < 0.9146836118093999453082861

∧ 0.6755188870103206319572708kd, l

−
√

2.715492929258535191070835−3.245688825578902323961349k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.6755188870103206319572708kd, l

+
√

2.715492929258535191070835−3.245688825578902323961349k2
d, l

)
∨(kd, l =0.9146836118093999453082861∧kd,r=0.6178860554160660201073463). (84)

We omit the QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) computed with n= 5,6, . . . ,13 nodes in the Gauss–
Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) and we finally display the two last QFFs, i.e. those that have been
computed with n= 14 nodes in this quadrature rule. These two equivalent QFFs have the final forms

Qrl,14 = kd,r =−1.759912173802005864857715 ∧ kd, l =−0.3211291520141883602480953)

∨
(
−1.759912173802005864857715 < kd,r < 1.759912173802005864857715

∧ 0.1824688508861443460699102kd,r

−
√

0.733530511253209893383717−0.2368297149117126354123505k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.1824688508861443460699102kd,r

+
√

0.733530511253209893383717−0.2368297149117126354123505k2
d,r

)
∨(kd,r=1.759912173802005864857715∧kd, l =0.3211291520141883602480953), (85)

Qlr,14 = (kd, l =−0.9146881673699302805327276 ∧ kd,r =−0.6178707937345776455731548)

∨
(
−0.9146881673699302805327276 < kd, l < 0.9146881673699302805327276

∧ 0.6754988375012947676153435kd, l

−
√

2.715526541746304704083865−3.245696670539578436173378k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.6754988375012947676153435kd, l

+
√

2.715526541746304704083865−3.245696670539578436173378k2
d, l

)
∨(kd, l =0.9146881673699302805327276∧kd,r=0.6178707937345776455731548). (86)
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The above two QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) Qrl,14 in Eq. (85) and Qlr,14 in Eq. (86) having
been computed with n = 14 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) coincide with the
corresponding QFFs Qrl,13 and Qlr,13 having been computed with n= 13 nodes in the same quadra-
ture rule. Therefore, although these two QFFs are approximate QFFs, nevertheless, most probably,
they have an accuracy of 25 significant digits. This very interesting situation illustrates the expected
convergence of the present approach, which is simply due to the well-known convergence of the
Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32). Additionally, the same situation is completely analogous
to that already having been observed with respect to the uncertainty ranges (or uncertainty inter-
vals) (77) and (78) (having also been computed with n = 13 and n = 14 nodes, respectively), which
concern the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l in their uncertainty ranges (65).

5. Applications to the method of Cauchy-type singular integral equations for crack problems
5.1. The singular integral equation and the Lobatto–Chebyshev method for its numerical solution

In the previous section, Section 4, we computed the ranges (here the uncertainty intervals) of
the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respec-
tively, of the crack [−1,1] shown in Fig. 4 under the dimensionless uncertain distributed normal
load pd(ξ ) satisfying the inequality constraint Cd in Eq. (60). The related weight function we(ξ )
is given by Eq. (59). This successful computation was achieved by using the available integral for-
mulae (61) and (62) for these stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l , respectively. Moreover, for the
approximation to the integrals in Eqs. (60), (61) and (62) we employed the classical Gauss–Cheby-
shev quadrature rule (32) with n nodes (here with n = 2,3, . . . ,14 nodes). Then we obtained and
used the approximate Eqs. (63) and (64), where the quadrature errors En were ignored and, next, we
applied the method of quantifier elimination in order to compute the aforementioned intervals (65)
with their endpoints displayed in Eqs. (66)–(78). Similarly, we computed the related uncertainty re-
gions on the kd,r kd, l-plane displayed in Eqs. (79)–(80) for n = 2 nodes, in Eqs. (81)–(82) for n = 3
nodes, in Eqs. (83)–(84) for n = 4 nodes and, finally, in Eqs. (85)–(86) for n = 14 nodes.

In this section, we intend to proceed to the consideration of the same crack problem as well as
of similar crack problems (periodic arrays of cracks), but here by using a completely different and,
undoubtedly, much more general method: the well-known method of Cauchy-type singular integral
equations. For a simple straight crack problem (such as the single straight crack of Fig. 4) or for
a periodic array of collinear or parallel straight cracks the resulting Cauchy-type singular integral
equation has the extremely well-known general form (see, e.g., Refs. [135], [136], [137] and [138])

1
π
−
∫ 1

−1
wc(t)K(t,ξ )g(t)dt = pd(ξ ), ξ ∈ (−1,1) with wc(t) =

1√
1− t2

. (87)

(The modified symbol
∫
− of the integral in this integral equation denotes, as usual, a Cauchy-type

principal value integral.) In the above equation (87), K(t,ξ ) denotes an appropriate singular ker-
nel (with a Cauchy-type singularity), g(t) denotes the unknown function, which is here related
both to the derivative of the crack opening displacement v(ξ ) and to the edge dislocation density
along the crack, and pd(ξ ) denotes the distributed normal load on both crack edges (which here
is again assumed to be an uncertain load) exactly as previously. The above integral equation (87)
is accompanied by the condition of single-valuedness of displacements, which has the simple form

1
π

∫ 1

−1
wc(t)g(t)dt = 0 again with wc(t) =

1√
1− t2

. (88)

Here for the numerical solution of the Cauchy-type singular integral equation (87) accompanied
by the condition of single-valuedness of displacements (88) we will use the Lobatto–Chebyshev
method for this class of integral equations. This method was suggested by the author [137, Sec-
tion Γ3, pp. 199–204 and Section Γ9, pp. 257–258] mainly for the numerical solution of crack prob-
lems in the theory of plane elasticity; see also the related paper by Theocaris and Ioakimidis [138].
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The Lobatto–Chebyshev method that is used in this section is based on the related well-known
and popular (especially in crack problems in fracture mechanics) Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature
(or numerical integration) rule (of the first kind); see, e.g., again the classical monograph on nu-
merical integration by Davis and Rabinowitz [134, p. 104]. The Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature
rule has the form (32) (exactly as is also the case with the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule), but
now with n nodes tiL instead of tiG , n corresponding weights AiL instead of AiG and a polynomial
accuracy 2n−3 instead of 2n−1, i.e. ∫ 1

−1
wc(t)g(t)dt ≈

n

∑
i=1

AiL g(tiL). (89)

Here the n nodes tiL and the n weights AiL have different expressions, more explicitly [134, p. 104],

tiL = cos
(i−1)π

n−1
, i=1,2, . . . ,n, AiL =

π
n−1

, i=2,3, . . . ,n−1, A1L = AnL =
π

2(n−1)
. (90)

In this section, the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule will be employed for the approximation not
only of ordinary integrals on the interval [−1,1], but also of Cauchy-type principal value integrals.
This will happen because of the appearance of such a singular integral in the Cauchy-type singular
integral equation (87), which is valid for the three crack problems that will be studied in this section.
(Of course, this equation, Eq. (87), is a Cauchy-type singular integral equation of the first kind.)

On the other hand, with the use of the Lobatto–Chebyshev method the Cauchy-type singular in-
tegral equation (87) should be applied at n−1 appropriate collocation points ξkL. These collocation
points are given by the simple formula [137, p. 258, Eq. (63)] (see also [138, p. 179, Eq. (4.10)]

ξkL = cos
(2k−1)π
2(n−1)

, k = 1,2, . . . ,n−1. (91)

Here we observe that the above n−1 collocation points ξkL in the Lobatto–Chebyshev method for
the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations of the form (87) coincide with
the n−1 nodes tiG of the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32), but now with n−1 nodes instead
of n nodes. The selection of the collocation points ξkL in Eq. (91) permits the direct application of
the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) to the approximate computation of Cauchy-type prin-
cipal value integrals (beyond ‘ordinary’ integrals), e.g. here to the integral in the left-hand side of
the Cauchy-type singular integral equation (87), with no additional term in the quadrature rule (89).

Under these circumstances the Cauchy-type singular integral equation (87) and the condition
of single-valuedness of displacements (88), which accompanies it, take the approximate forms

1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiLK(tiL,ξkL)gi = pk , k = 1,2, . . . ,n−1, (92)

with gi := g(tiL) (with i = 1,2, . . . ,n) and pk := pd(ξkL) (with k = 1,2, . . . ,n−1) and

1
π

n

∑
i=1

AiL gi = 0, (93)

respectively. It is clear that these equations constitute a system En of (n−1)+1= n linear algebraic
equations in n unknowns, the values gi of the unknown function g(t) in the singular integral equa-
tion (87) at the nodes tiL of the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) determined from the first
of Eqs. (90). From the same equations, the first of Eqs. (90), it is directly observed that t1L = 1 and
tnL =−1 as is well known for the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule, which is a quadrature rule
of closed type. Then, as is also well known, the approximations kd,rn and kd, ln to the dimension-
less stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the right crack tip ξ = 1 and the left crack tip ξ = −1,
respectively (Fig. 4), are directly given by the extremely simple formulae (see, e.g., Refs. [137,
Section B.9, pp. 169–170, Eqs. (22) and (24)], [138, p. 182, Eq. (5.5)] and [139, p. 250, Eq. (43)])

kd,rn = g(t1L) = g(1) = g1, kd, ln =−g(tnL) =−g(−1) =−gn (94)
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and no extrapolation is required. This is an advantage of the Lobatto–Chebyshev method [137, 138]
over the competitive Gauss–Chebyshev method [136] for the numerical solution of Cauchy-type
singular integral equations of the first kind appearing in crack problems in fracture mechanics.

Evidently, here we will not use the closed-form formulae (61) and (62) for the computation of
the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respec-
tively. More explicitly, we will instead use the above general approach, the Lobatto–Chebyshev
method, based on Cauchy-type singular integral equations of the first kind, here on Eq. (87), and
leading to Eqs. (94) for the approximate computation of the two stress intensity factors kd,r and kd,l .

Finally, in this section, the assumed inequality constraint for the dimensionless uncertain dis-
tributed normal load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b is again the inequality constraint Cd defined in Eq. (60) and
having an integral form. The related weight function we(ξ ) in this constraint Cd is given again by
Eq. (59) containing the exponential factor e−ξ as was also already assumed in the previous section,
Section 4. Here for the approximation of the integral in this inequality constraint Cd we will use
again the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) as we already did in Section 4, but now with n−1
nodes tiG instead of n nodes in Section 4. In this way, the n−1 nodes tiG of the Gauss–Chebyshev
quadrature rule (32) determined from the first of Eqs. (33) (but here again with n−1 instead of n)
completely coincide with the n− 1 collocation points ξkL determined from Eqs. (91). Therefore,
the related approximate form Cd,n defined in Eq. (63) of the initial inequality constraint Cd defined
in Eq. (60) now takes its slightly different approximate form (here with the use of n−1 nodes ξkL)

Cd,n−1 :=
1
π

n−1

∑
k=1

AkG e−ξ kL p2
k ≤ 1 with pk := pd(ξkL), k = 1,2, . . . ,n−1, (95)

exactly as these n−1 loading quantities, pk, have been already defined just below Eqs. (92).
Of course, here the use of the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) is completely possible

because the integral in the inequality constraint Cd defined in Eq. (60) is an ‘ordinary’ integral.
(Here we simply mean not a Cauchy-type principal value integral.) Hence, it is permissible to use
the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) for the approximation of this ‘ordinary’ integral. More-
over, here our choice to use the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule is very convenient to us in our
computations because the same quantities, the ‘known’ values pk := pd(ξkL) (k = 1,2, . . . ,n−1) of
the dimensionless uncertain normal load pd(ξ ), which appear in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (92),
also appear in the inequality constraint Cd,n−1 defined in Eq. (95). On the contrary, if we had again
used the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) for the approximation of the ‘ordinary’ (here,
we repeat, simply in the sense of ‘not Cauchy-type principal value’) integral defining the inequality
constraint Cd in Eq. (60), then, naturally, we would have different nodes used in Eq. (95) and not
simply the collocation points ξkL already used in Eqs. (92). It is understood that this alternative
situation is extremely inconvenient in the present computations related to a generalized ellipsoidal
model and, hence, we avoided it simply by using the approach described in the previous paragraph.

5.2. Application to the problem of a single straight crack
As a first application of the present computational approach, which is based on the Lobatto–

Chebyshev method for the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations of the first
kind described in the previous subsection, in this subsection we consider again the single straight
crack of Fig. 4 under an uncertain distributed normal load pd(ξ ) (again in its dimensionless form
pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b) applied to both edges of the crack exactly as in the previous section, Section 4.

In the very simple application of the present subsection, which concerns a single straight crack
inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium (Fig. 4), the very well-known form of the singular
kernel K(t,ξ ) of the Cauchy-type singular integral equation (87) is simply (see, e.g., [137, p. 25,
Eqs. (50) and (51)]), [140, p. 35, Eq. (2.9)]

K(t,ξ ) =
1

t −ξ
. (96)
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The n unknown quantities Gn in the present crack problem are simply the unknowns gi := g(tiL)
(with i = 1,2, . . . ,n) in the system of linear algebraic equations En defined in Eqs. (92) and (93), i.e.

Gn := {g1,g2, . . . ,gn}. (97)

Additionally, the two approximate dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,rn and kd, ln at the two
crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respectively, are given by the extremely simple Eqs. (94).

Under these circumstances the resulting existentially quantified formula for the dimensionless
stress intensity factor kd,r ≈ kd,rn at the right crack tip ξ = 1 in the present crack problem by using
the present approach based on equations En as well as on the inequality constraint Cd,n−1 is simply

∃{g2,g3, . . . ,gn} such that equations En hold true under the inequality constraint Cd,n−1 (98)

with this constraint, Cd,n−1, defined in Eq. (95) and with g1 = kd,rn as was already mentioned in
the first of Eqs. (94). Clearly, here we observe that in the above existentially quantified formula the
unknown quantity g1 is not included in the list {g2,g3, . . . ,gn} of the n−1 existentially quantified
variables. It remains a free variable simply because this is our purpose here: to find the uncertainty
interval (or uncertainty range) of the stress intensity factor kd,r ≈ g1. No other free variable is
related to the same formula with the total number of variables (both quantified and free variables)
evidently being (n− 1)+ 1 = n. Quite similarly, now working with respect to the stress intensity
factor kd, l at the left crack tip ξ =−1, we can use the analogous existentially quantified formula

∃{g1,g2, , . . . ,gn−1} such that equations En hold true under the inequality constraint Cd,n−1. (99)

Here we are interested in the approximation kd, l ≈ −gn to the dimensionless stress intensity fac-
tor kd, l at the left crack tip ξ = −1 as is clear from the second of Eqs. (94). Again in the above
existentially quantified formula (99), we have n−1 existentially quantified variables and only one
related free variable, the unknown quantity gn at the left crack tip ξ = −1. A third and, probably,
somewhat more interesting possibility is to consider the similar existentially quantified formula

∃{g2,g3, . . . ,gn−1} such that equations En hold true under the inequality constraint Cd,n−1. (100)

In this new quantified formula, we have only n−2 existentially quantified variables and two related
free variables, the unknown quantities g1 and gn related to the dimensionless stress intensity factors

kd,r ≈ g1, kd, l ≈−gn, (101)

respectively. These useful relations have been already mentioned and are also clear from Eqs. (94).
Now it is clear that by performing quantifier eliminations (again with the help of the Reduce

general-purpose command of Mathematica [107], but here used only for quantifier elimination)
to the above three existentially quantified formulae (98), (99) and (100), we can compute (i) the
uncertainty intervals (or uncertainty ranges) of the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r (from
formula (98)) and kd, l (from formula (99)) as well as (ii) the uncertainty region Rn,kd, r kd, l (here,
obviously, an elliptical region) concerning both dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l
(from formula (100)). This region shows the uncertainty propagation from the dimensionless un-
certain distributed normal load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b applied to the crack edges and subject to the
inequality constraint Cd defined in Eq. (60) to the resulting two dimensionless stress intensity fac-
tors kd,r and kd, l at the two crack tips ξ = 1 and ξ =−1, respectively. Of course, it is completely
understood that the computed intervals (ranges) and the aforementioned region for some value of
the number of nodes n in the Lobatto–Chebyshev method are approximate. This is due to the use of
numerical integration for the computation of all the integrals involved in the present crack problem.

Now, by using n = 3,4, . . . ,13 nodes tiL in the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) (and,
similarly, n = 3,4, . . . ,13 corresponding linear algebraic equations En), the computed approximate
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uncertainty intervals (or uncertainty ranges) for the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r
and kd, l were seen to coincide with those already displayed in the intervals (65) together with
Eqs. (66)–(76) in the previous section, Section 4, but here with n+1 nodes in the Lobatto–Cheby-
shev quadrature rule and, therefore, with n+1 linear algebraic equations En+1 compared with the
previous results in Eqs. (66)–(76). For example, here Eqs. (66) were obtained with n = 3 instead of
n= 2 in Section 4 and Eqs. (76) were obtained with n= 13 instead of n= 12 in Section 4. These re-
sults also illustrate the excellent convergence of the method in the present computational approach
including both (i) the Cauchy-type singular integral equation (87) and the accompanying condition
of single-valuedness of displacements (88), in both of which the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature
rule (89) with n nodes tiL was used, and (ii) the inequality constraint Cd defined in Eq. (60) and con-
cerning the uncertainty of the dimensionless distributed normal load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b on the crack,
in which the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule (32) was used (but here with n−1 nodes tiG).

Quite similarly, by using the same method with n = 3,4, . . . ,13 nodes in the Lobatto–Cheby-
shev quadrature rule (89) together with the existentially quantified formula (100) (with only n−2
existentially quantified variables gi there), we computed the uncertainty region Rn,kd, r kd, l of both
dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l . This region shows the uncertainty propagation
from the uncertain distributed normal load pd(ξ ) on the crack edges to the stress intensity factors
at the crack tips ξ =±1. With n = 3 the two resulting QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) are again the
QFFs Qrl,2 and Qlr,2 in Eqs. (79) and (80), respectively, which were already computed in the pre-
vious section, Section 4 (without the use of the method of Cauchy-type singular integral equations
there) with n = 2 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule. Similarly, with n = 4 nodes the
resulting QFFs are the QFFs Qrl,3 and Qlr,3 in Eqs. (81) and (82), respectively, which were com-
puted in the previous section with n = 3 nodes. Next, with n = 5 nodes the resulting QFFs are the
QFFs Qrl,4 and Qlr,4 in Eqs. (83) and (84), respectively, already computed in the previous section
with n = 4 nodes, etc. up to n = 13 nodes in the present approach based on the Lobatto–Chebyshev
quadrature rule (89) and the related method for the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular in-
tegral equations of the first kind of the form (87) (together with the accompanying condition (88)),
but here under uncertainty conditions with respect to the dimensionless load pd(ξ ) on the crack.

Naturally, we are extremely satisfied because in the present application of quantifier elimination
we have been able to work with up to n = 13 variables during quantifier eliminations (both n− 1
or n−2 existentially quantified variables and one or two free variables, respectively, essentially the
stress intensity factors). This is really an excellent performance of quantifier elimination its doubly-
exponential computational complexity proved by Davenport and Heintz [108] taken into account
and it may be due to the fact that the system of equations En defined in Eqs. (92) and (93) is a
system of linear algebraic equations although the approximate inequality constraint Cd,n−1 defined
in Eq. (95) is quadratic. But, on the other hand, in order to help the algorithms for quantifier
elimination used in Mathematica [107], which are all based on closed-form expressions and exact
computations, we preferred to use rationalized values for the nodes, weights and collocation points
by using the Rationalize command of Mathematica. For our convenience the resulting QFFs
were transformed back to decimal approximations simply by using the N command of Mathematica.

In the next two subsections, we will apply the same approach, the Lobatto–Chebyshev method
for the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations (but here under uncertainty
conditions) to two more (and somewhat more difficult) crack problems in fracture mechanics: (i) to
a periodic array of collinear straight cracks and (ii) to a periodic array of parallel straight cracks.
In these two crack problems, the kernel K(t,x) in the Cauchy-type singular integral equation (87)
contains transcendental functions: the functions (i) cot and (ii) both coth and csch, respectively. We
will again observe the efficiency of the present approach to the computation of the related uncer-
tainty intervals/regions for the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l at the crack tips.
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Fig. 8. A periodic array of collinear straight cracks inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium.

5.3. Application to the problem of a periodic array of collinear straight cracks

In a completely similar manner, in this subsection, we proceed to a second and somewhat more
complicated application of the present approach based again on the Lobatto–Chebyshev method for
the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations of the first kind [137, Section Γ3,
pp. 199–204 and Section Γ9, pp. 257–258], [138]. This method was described in Subsection 5.1.
The present application concerns a periodic array of collinear straight cracks (shown in Fig. 8)
inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium. The cracks are loaded by an uncertain distributed
normal load p(ξ ) applied in exactly the same way on all the cracks of the present array of cracks.
Here we will use again the dimensionless form pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b of this uncertain load. Moreover,
the length of each crack is again equal to 2a whereas the period of the array is equal to d (Fig. 8).

Here it is convenient to use the dimensionless constant
c := a/d. (102)

Then the Cauchy-type singular integral equation of the first kind (87) (evidently again accompanied
by the related condition of single-valuedness of displacements (88)) has the new and now somewhat
more complicated kernel (see, e.g., Refs. [135, p. 679, Eq. (2.4)], [137, Section ∆1, p. 270, Eq. (6)],
[139, p. 248, Eq. (36)] and [141, p. 43, Eq. (2)]

Kc(t,ξ ) = πccot[πc(t −ξ )] (103)

instead of the much simpler kernel K(t,ξ ) = 1/(t −ξ ) in Eq. (96) valid for a single straight crack.
This is the only essential difference from the previous subsection concerning a single straight crack.
Of course, here it is understood that for c := a/d → 0, i.e. for the period d of the periodic array of
collinear straight cracks shown in Fig. 8 tending to infinity (d → ∞), we get c → 0 and, therefore,
the above kernel Kc(t,ξ ) → K(t,ξ ). This is really expected and mathematically valid since as is
well known (and also was found with Mathematica), the following elementary series holds true for
the cotangent function:

cotz =
1
z
− z

3
− z3

45
+O(z5) as z → 0. (104)

Moreover, here we again assume the validity of the inequality constraint Cd , which was defined
in Eq. (60), and we will again employ its approximation Cd,n−1, which was defined in Eq. (95), by
using again the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule with n−1 nodes tiG . We repeat that these n−1
nodes tiG coincide with the n−1 collocation points xkL in the Lobatto–Chebyshev method, which
is used here for the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations of the first kind.

Now we can again use the Lobatto–Chebyshev method for the numerical solution of Cauchy-
type singular integral equations of the first kind and here also the existentially quantified formu-
lae (98) and (99), to which we perform quantifier elimination, clearly, by using the kernel Kc(t,x)
given by Eq. (103) here with c= 0.4. In this way, we easily find that the two dimensionless stress in-
tensity factors kd,r (at all the right crack tips of the periodic array of collinear straight cracks shown
in Fig. 8) and kd, l (at all the left crack tips of the same periodic array of cracks) lie in the uncertainty
intervals (or have the uncertainty ranges) with the superscript c referring to collinear cracks

kd,r = [−cc
r ,c

c
r ] and kd, l = [−cc

l ,c
c
l ], (105)
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where the quantities cc
r and cc

l , which define their endpoints (lower and upper bounds), are given by

cc
r = 2.3570355572, cc

l = 1.5065897313 for n = 3, (106)

cc
r = 2.2615004504, cc

l = 1.5117429544 for n = 4, (107)

cc
r = 2.2529325507, cc

l = 1.5224004287 for n = 5, (108)

cc
r = 2.2518428855, cc

l = 1.5239655934 for n = 6, (109)

cc
r = 2.2516787800, cc

l = 1.5241867597 for n = 7, (110)

cc
r = 2.2516538515, cc

l = 1.5242184919 for n = 8, (111)

cc
r = 2.2516500948, cc

l = 1.5242230728 for n = 9, (112)

cc
r = 2.2516495325, cc

l = 1.5242237360 for n = 10, (113)

cc
r = 2.2516494488, cc

l = 1.5242238322 for n = 11, (114)

cc
r = 2.2516494364, cc

l = 1.5242238462 for n = 12, (115)

cc
r = 2.2516494345, cc

l = 1.5242238482 for n = 13, (116)

cc
r = 2.2516494342, cc

l = 1.5242238485 for n = 14 (117)

for n = 3,4, . . . ,14 nodes used in the basic Lobatto–Chebyshev method, which was adopted here.
Of course, exactly as we already did in the previous subsection, Subsection 5.2, here it is also of

interest to study the uncertainty propagation from the uncertain dimensionless distributed normal
load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b on all the cracks of the periodic array of collinear straight cracks (Fig. 8) to
the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l in their kd,r kd, l-plane. This is again achieved
by using beyond the Lobatto–Chebyshev method (here with n = 3,4, . . . ,13 nodes in the Lobatto–
Chebyshev quadrature rule (89)) the existentially quantified formula (100), which concerns both
dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l . In this way, after having performed quantifier
elimination we have been able to compute the related uncertainty region now for both dimensionless
stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l in their kd,r kd, l-plane. The resulting region R c

n,kd, r kd, l
shows the

aforementioned uncertainty propagation, which is very interesting and it does not concern simple
uncertainty intervals as has been previously the case with the above uncertainty intervals (105).

At first, for n = 3 nodes in the basic Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) and, additionally,
under the present uncertainty conditions in the loading pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b on all the cracks of the
present array of cracks the resulting two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) have the forms

Q c
rl,3 = (kd,r =−2.3570355572 ∧ kd, l =−1.2021188193)

∨
(
−2.3570355572 < kd,r < 2.3570355572

∧ 0.51001301854kd,r −
√

0.8247229626−0.14844850163k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.51001301854kd,r +
√

0.8247229626−0.14844850163k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 2.3570355572 ∧ kd, l = 1.2021188193), (118)

Q c
lr,3 = (kd, l =−1.5065897313 ∧ kd,r =−1.8806956814)

∨
(
−1.5065897313 < kd, l < 1.5065897313

∧ 1.2483130890kd, l −
√

2.0186003721−0.8893246763k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 1.2483130890kd, l +
√

2.0186003721−0.8893246763k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 1.5065897313 ∧ kd,r = 1.8806956814). (119)
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Fig. 9. The uncertainty regions R c
3,kd, r kd, l

(left figure) and R c
4,kd, r kd, l

(right figure) concerning
the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r (at all the right crack tips) and kd, l (at all the
left crack tips) for the present periodic array of collinear straight cracks (Fig. 8) obtained
by using the Lobatto–Chebyshev method with n = 3 nodes and n = 4 nodes, respectively.

Similarly, for n = 4 nodes we obtain the two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Q c
rl,4 = (kd,r =−2.2615004504 ∧ kd, l =−1.0812555843)

∨
(
−2.2615004504 < kd,r < 2.2615004504

∧ 0.47811424674kd,r −
√

1.1162531215−0.21825757684k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.47811424674kd,r +
√

1.1162531215−0.21825757684k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 2.2615004504 ∧ kd, l = 1.0812555843), (120)

Q c
lr,4 = (kd, l =−1.5117429544 ∧ kd,r =−1.6175104265)

∨
(
−1.5117429544 < kd, l < 1.5117429544

∧ 1.0699639259kd, l −
√

2.4980443072−1.0930605760k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 1.0699639259kd, l +
√

2.4980443072−1.0930605760k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 1.5117429544 ∧ kd,r = 1.6175104265). (121)

Analogously, for n = 12 nodes we obtain the two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Q c
rl,12 = (kd,r =−2.2516494364 ∧ kd, l =−1.0732258585)

∨
(
−2.2516494364 < kd,r < 2.2516494364

∧ 0.47663985396kd,r −
√

1.1714445899−0.23105756936k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.47663985396kd,r +
√

1.1714445899−0.23105756936k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 2.2516494364 ∧ kd, l = 1.0732258585), (122)

Q c
lr,12 = (kd, l =−1.5242238462 ∧ kd,r =−1.5854156891)

∨
(
−1.5242238462 < kd, l < 1.5242238462

∧ 1.0401462312kd, l −
√

2.5563822771−1.1003435307k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 1.0401462312kd, l +
√

2.5563822771−1.1003435307k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 1.5242238462 ∧ kd,r = 1.5854156891). (123)
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Fig. 10. The uncertainty region R c
5,kd, r kd, l

(left figure) concerning the dimensionless stress intensity
factors kd,r (at all the right crack tips) and kd, l (at all the left crack tips) for the present periodic

array of collinear straight cracks (Fig. 8) obtained by employing the Lobatto–Chebyshev method
with n=5 nodes and all three uncertainty regions R c

3,kd, r kd, l
, R c

4,kd, r kd, l
and R c

5,kd, r kd, l
(right figure).

We observe that the last two of these regions, the regions R c
4,kd, r kd, l

and R c
5,kd, r kd, l

, almost coincide.

Finally, for n = 13 nodes we obtain the two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Q c
rl,13 = (kd,r =−2.2516494345 ∧ kd, l =−1.0732258571)

∨
(
−2.2516494345 < kd,r < 2.2516494345

∧ 0.47663985372kd,r −
√

1.1714445991−0.23105757155k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.47663985372kd,r +
√

1.1714445991−0.23105757155k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 2.2516494345 ∧ kd, l = 1.0732258571), (124)

Q c
lr,13 = (kd, l =−1.5242238482 ∧ kd,r =−1.5854156836)

∨
(
−1.5242238482 < kd, l < 1.5242238482

∧ 1.0401462262kd, l −
√

2.5563822862−1.1003435317k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 1.0401462262kd, l +
√

2.5563822862−1.1003435317k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 1.5242238482 ∧ kd,r = 1.5854156836). (125)

From the above QFFs (i) (122) and (123) (for n = 12 nodes) and (ii) (124) and (125) (for n = 13
nodes) we observe that the QFFs (122) and (124) coincide to about nine significant digits and quite
similar is the situation with the QFFs (123) and (125). Undoubtedly, this is a very satisfactory result.
For the sake of space here we omit the QFFs Q c

rl,n and Q c
lr,n computed with n = 5,6, . . . ,11 nodes.

Finally, for the present crack problem (the periodic array of collinear straight cracks in Fig. 8)
and for the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r (at the right crack tips) and kd, l (at the left
crack tips) in Fig. 9 we display (i) the uncertainty region R c

3,kd, r kd, l
concerning the QFF (118) or the

equivalent QFF (119) for n= 3 nodes (left figure) and (ii) the uncertainty region R c
4,kd, r kd, l

concern-
ing the QFF (120) or the equivalent QFF (121) for n = 4 nodes (right figure). Next, in Fig. 10, for
the same crack problem we display (i) the uncertainty region R c

5,kd, r kd, l
(left figure) concerning the

QFF corresponding to n = 5 nodes (not displayed here) as well as, simultaneously, all three uncer-
tainty regions R c

3,kd, r kd, l
, R c

4,kd, r kd, l
and R c

5,kd, r kd, l
(right figure). From this triple figure we observe

that the last two of these regions, i.e. the regions R c
4,kd, r kd, l

and R c
5,kd, r kd, l

, essentially coincide.
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Fig. 11. A periodic array of parallel straight cracks inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium.

5.4. Application to the problem of a periodic array of parallel straight cracks

In quite a similar manner, in this subsection, we will study the case of a periodic array of parallel
straight cracks again inside an infinite plane isotropic elastic medium and under generalized plane
stress or plane strain conditions. The length of each crack is again 2a and the period of the array
(the distance between two neighbouring parallel cracks) is again d. This array of cracks is shown
in Fig. 11. We will employ again the same computational approach, that based on the inequality
constraint (63), on the use of the Lobatto–Chebyshev method for the numerical solution of Cauchy-
type singular integral equations described in Subsection 5.1 and, finally, on the use of the computa-
tional method of quantifier elimination for the computation (i) of the ranges (uncertainty intervals)
of the dimensionless stress intensity factors (here kd,r and kd, l at all the right crack tips and at all the
left crack tips, respectively) as well as (ii) of the related uncertainty regions on the kd,r kd, l-plane.

In the present crack problem shown in Fig. 11, the singular kernel K(t,x) in the Cauchy-type
singular integral equation of the first kind (87) has the somewhat even more complicated form (see,
e.g., Refs. [137, Section ∆2, p. 279, Eq. (7)], [139, p. 249, Eq. (39)] and [141, p. 46, Eq. (26)])

Kp(t,ξ ) = πc
{

2coth[πc(t −ξ )]−πc(t −ξ )csch 2[πc(t −ξ )]
}

again with c := a/d. (126)

We can again very easily verify with Mathematica that for d → ∞ and, therefore, c → 0 we have
Kp(t,ξ )→ K(t,ξ ) = 1/(t −ξ ) with this simple kernel valid for a single straight crack, Eq. (96).

The resulting ranges (uncertainty intervals) of the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r
and kd, l have the following forms with the superscript p referring to parallel cracks here with c=0.4:

kd,r = [−c p
r , c p

r ] and kd, l = [−c p
l , c p

l ]. (127)

In these ranges (uncertainty intervals), the quantities c p
r and c p

l defining their endpoints are given by

c p
r = 1.2762837132, c p

l = 0.62929923174 for n = 3, (128)

c p
r = 1.4779224158, c p

l = 0.63793495495 for n = 4, (129)

c p
r = 1.4875969434, c p

l = 0.63642904140 for n = 5, (130)

c p
r = 1.4874191018, c p

l = 0.63652342208 for n = 6, (131)

c p
r = 1.4874219315, c p

l = 0.63652052128 for n = 7, (132)

c p
r = 1.4874221737, c p

l = 0.63652051484 for n = 8, (133)

c p
r = 1.4874221553, c p

l = 0.63652052122 for n = 9, (134)

c p
r = 1.4874221559, c p

l = 0.63652052081 for n = 10, (135)

c p
r = 1.4874221559, c p

l = 0.63652052082 for n = 11 to 14. (136)
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Fig. 12. The uncertainty regions R p
3,kd, r kd, l

(left figure) and R p
4,kd, r kd, l

(right figure) concerning
the dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r (at all the right crack tips) and kd, l (at all the
left crack tips) for the present periodic array of parallel straight cracks (Fig. 11) obtained
by using the Lobatto–Chebyshev method with n = 3 nodes and n = 4 nodes, respectively.

The above ranges were computed again by performing quantifier eliminations with Mathemat-
ica [107] to the existentially quantified formulae (98) (concerning kd,r) and (99) (concerning kd, l).
Moreover, from the same ranges we can directly observe that for n = 11 nodes tiL in the Lobatto–
Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) (accompanied by Eqs. (90) for its nodes tiL and the corresponding
weights AiL) an accuracy of 11 significant digits is achieved for both dimensionless stress intensity
factors kd,r and kd, l at the crack tips. (For the first of them this happens even with n = 10 nodes.)

Of course, exactly as in the previous two subsections, Subsection 5.2 and Subsection 5.3, here
we are again interested in the uncertainty propagation from the uncertain dimensionless distributed
normal load pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b on all the cracks of the present periodic array of cracks ( Fig. 11) to
the two dimensionless stress intensity factors kd,r and kd, l simultaneously on their kd,r kd, l-plane.
This is again achieved by performing quantifier elimination to the related existentially quantified
formula (100) here with n = 3,4, . . . ,13 nodes in the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89). The
resulting regions R p

n,kd, r kd, l
show the aforementioned and surely interesting uncertainty propagation.

At first, for n = 3 nodes in the basic Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rule (89) and, additionally,
under the present uncertainty conditions in the loading pd(ξ ) := p(ξ )/b on all the cracks of the
present array of cracks the resulting two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) have the forms

Q p
rl,3 = (kd,r =−1.2762837132 ∧ kd, l =−0.0027623603225)

∨
(
−1.2762837132 < kd,r < 1.2762837132

∧ 0.0021643779466kd,r −
√

0.3960098924−0.24311490213k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.0021643779466kd,r +
√

0.3960098924−0.24311490213k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 1.2762837132 ∧ kd, l = 0.0027623603225), (137)

Q p
lr,3 = (kd, l =−0.62929923174 ∧ kd,r =−0.0056023514918)

∨
(
−0.62929923174 < kd, l < 0.62929923174

∧ 0.0089025239650kd, l −
√

1.6288687303−4.113122868k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.0089025239650kd, l +
√

1.6288687303−4.113122868k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 0.62929923174 ∧ kd,r = 0.0056023514918). (138)
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Fig. 13. The uncertainty region R p
5,kd, r kd, l

(left figure) concerning the dimensionless stress intensity
factors kd,r (at all the right crack tips) and kd, l (at all the left crack tips) for the present periodic

array of parallel straight cracks (Fig. 11) obtained again by using the Lobatto–Chebyshev method
with n=5 nodes and all three uncertainty regions R p

3,kd, r kd, l
, R p

4,kd, r kd, l
and R p

5,kd, r kd, l
(right figure).

We observe that the last two of these regions, the regions R p
4,kd, p kd, l

and R p
5,kd, r kd, l

, almost coincide.

Similarly, for n = 4 nodes we obtain the two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Q p
rl,4 = (kd,r =−1.4779224158 ∧ kd, l =−0.017061580379)

∨
(
−1.4779224158 < kd,r < 1.4779224158

∧ 0.011544300429kd,r −
√

0.4066699092−0.18618246092k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.011544300429kd,r +
√

0.4066699092−0.18618246092k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 1.4779224158 ∧ kd, l = 0.017061580379), (139)

Q p
lr,4 = (kd, l =−0.63793495495 ∧ kd,r =−0.039527058199)

∨
(
−0.63793495495 < kd, l < 0.63793495495

∧ 0.061960953687kd, l −
√

2.1826922789−5.363394140k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.061960953687kd, l +
√

2.1826922789−5.363394140k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 0.63793495495 ∧ kd,r = 0.039527058199). (140)

Analogously, for n = 12 nodes we obtain the two equivalent QFFs (quantifier-free formulae)

Q p
rl,12 = kd,r =−1.4874221559 ∧ kd, l =−0.016976255470)

∨
(
−1.4874221559 < kd,r < 1.4874221559

∧ 0.011413205997kd,r −
√

0.4048701802−0.18299840247k2
d,r

≤ kd, l ≤ 0.011413205997kd,r +
√

0.4048701802−0.18299840247k2
d,r

)
∨ (kd,r = 1.4874221559 ∧ kd, l = 0.016976255470), (141)

Q p
lr,12 = (kd, l =−0.63652052082 ∧ kd,r =−0.039670140529)

∨
(
−0.63652052082 < kd, l < 0.63652052082

∧ 0.062323427496kd, l −
√

2.2108509499−5.456757394k2
d, l

≤ kd,r ≤ 0.062323427496kd, l +
√

2.2108509499−5.456757394k2
d, l

)
∨ (kd, l = 0.63652052082 ∧ kd,r = 0.039670140529). (142)
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Finally, the two QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) computed with n= 13 nodes coincide (with the
present final numerical accuracy of 11 significant digits) with the corresponding QFFs computed
with n = 12 nodes, i.e. Q p

rl,13 = Q p
rl,12 and Q p

lr,13 = Q p
lr,12 . (143)

Obviously, this is an extremely satisfactory result showing the convergence of the approach. For the
sake of space we omit the display of the QFFs Q p

rl,n and Q p
lr,n computed with n= 5,6, . . . ,11 nodes.

Analogously to the previous subsection, Subsection 5.3, for the present crack problem, i.e. the
periodic array of collinear parallel cracks shown in Fig. 11, and for the two dimensionless stress
intensity factors kd,r (at all the right crack tips) and also kd, l (at all the left crack tips) in Fig. 12 we
display (i) the uncertainty region R p

3,kd, r kd, l
concerning the QFF (137) or the equivalent QFF (138)

with n = 3 nodes (left figure) and (ii) the uncertainty region R p
4,kd, r kd, l

concerning the QFF (139) or
the equivalent QFF (140) with n = 4 nodes (right figure). Next, in Fig. 13, for the same crack prob-
lem we display (i) the uncertainty region R p

5,kd, r kd, l
(left figure) concerning the QFF corresponding

to n = 5 nodes (for the sake of space, this QFF is not displayed here) as well as, simultaneously, all
three uncertainty regions R p

3,kd, r kd, l
, R p

4,kd, r kd, l
and R p

5,kd, r kd, l
(right figure). From this triple figure

we observe that the last two of these regions, i.e. the uncertainty regions R p
4,kd, r kd, l

and R p
5,kd, r kd, l

,
essentially coincide. This observation was also made in the previous subsection, Subsection 5.3,
for the periodic array of collinear straight cracks shown in Fig. 8 that has been studied there.

Of course, it is also directly observed that the results of this subsection, Subsection 5.4, con-
cerning both (i) uncertainty intervals (or uncertainty ranges) and (ii) uncertainty regions (in both
cases because of the uncertainty propagation from the uncertainty in the loading to the uncertainty
in the dimensionless stress intensity factors) are completely different from the corresponding re-
sults of the previous subsection, Subsection 5.3. It is clear that this situation is simply due to the
fact that in these two subsections we have studied two completely different crack arrays: (i) a peri-
odic array of collinear straight cracks (Fig. 8) in Subsection 5.3 and (ii) a periodic array of parallel
straight cracks (Fig. 11) in the present subsection, Subsection 5.4. Nevertheless, the rapid conver-
gence of the present computational approach has been observed in both cases. This fact is simply
due (i) to the rapid convergence of the Gauss–Chebyshev and, mainly, the Lobatto–Chebyshev
quadrature rules (or numerical integration rules) for increasing values of the number of nodes n as
well as (ii) to the rapid convergence of the Lobatto–Chebyshev method of numerical solution of
Cauchy-type singular integral equations frequently used in crack problems in fracture mechanics.

6. Conclusions–discussion
From the above results it is concluded that the method of quantifier elimination constitutes a

powerful computational method for the study of crack problems in fracture mechanics under un-
certainty loading conditions with respect to the two stress intensity factors at the crack tips. Here it
was the powerful and user-friendly implementation of quantifier elimination in Mathematica [107]
by Strzeboński that was selected to be used in the present problems with very satisfactory results.
Both cases of (i) two uncertain concentrated normal loads and (ii) an uncertain distributed normal
load have been studied, but an emphasis has been put on the distributed load. In the first case (two
uncertain concentrated normal loads), the uncertainty loading condition was assumed to have the
simple form of an ellipsoidal (here elliptical) uncertainty inequality constraint (ellipsoidal model
belonging to convex models) including the two uncertain normal loads. On the other hand, in the
second and more important and interesting case (an uncertain distributed normal load), the un-
certainty loading condition was assumed to have the form of a quadratic (‘energy’-type) integral
inequality constraint including a weight function. Two such weight functions were assumed here.

With respect to the uncertainty quadratic integral inequality constraint this constraint has been
always approximated by using numerical integration, more explicitly, here the Gauss–Chebyshev
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very well-known Gaussian quadrature rule with up to n = 14 nodes. This approach has resulted in
generalized ellipsoidal inequality constraints. Therefore, in the case of this constraint, the present
uncertainty-related results are approximate. On the other hand, for the uncertain stress intensity
factors at the crack tips, in which we have been exclusively interested here because they are related
to the possible fracture of the specimen, these have been computed by using the related closed-form
formulae in the case of the two uncertain concentrated normal loads. Similarly, for a single straight
crack and in the case of an uncertain distributed normal load we have also taken into account the two
relevant closed-form formulae of course in this case of integral forms with two distinct appropriate
weight functions for the two crack tips. But, evidently, next, we have approximated these formulae
again by using numerical integration and here the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature rule. In this way,
we have discretized the uncertain distributed load at the nodes of the Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature
rule. This is a second reason that our present quantifier-elimination-based results are approximate.

What seems to be of sufficient interest is the subsequent consideration of the method of Cauchy-
type singular integral equations, a very popular method for crack problems in plane elasticity, here
under the aforementioned uncertainty conditions with respect to the distributed normal load on the
crack(s). Although, undoubtedly, quantifier elimination is not directly applicable to these equations,
nevertheless, it was seen to be easily applicable to their approximations here by using the Lobatto–
Chebyshev method for their numerical solution including the related approximation of the condition
of single-valuedness of displacements and an analogous approximation of the inequality constraint.

It is extremely well known that quantifier elimination is not successful (or, at least, it may just
require an unacceptably long time) for a large total number of variables (i.e. both quantified and free
variables) in the related quantified formulae. This very inconvenient situation is simply due to the
fact that quantifier elimination performed to quantified formulae with real variables has a doubly-
exponential computational complexity as has been proved by Davenport and Heintz in 1988 [108].
This result is also applicable to the CAD (cylindrical algebraic decomposition) general-purpose
algorithm. It is understood that this negative result constitutes a serious disadvantage of the method
of quantifier elimination and, hence, a significant obstacle to its wide application. Nevertheless,
here it was observed that quantifier elimination with Mathematica [107] was successful in providing
us with QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) by using up to n = 14 nodes in the Gauss–Chebyshev and
the Lobatto–Chebyshev quadrature rules and this has happened in spite of the fact that a quadratic
(‘energy’-type) integral inequality constraint was used with respect to the loading uncertainty. It is
suspected that this very pleasant situation may be due to the automatic selection by Mathematica of
the Weispfenning virtual substitution method [109] instead of CAD in the present crack problems.

Additionally, the present methodology permitted the determination not only of the uncertainty
intervals (or the uncertainty ranges) of the stress intensity factors at the two crack tips, but also of
the uncertainty regions on the relevant plane. These are elliptical regions because of the linearity of
the relations between the loading parameters and the stress intensity factors. Several such elliptical
regions were displayed in the previous sections and they clearly show the uncertainty propagation
from the loading of the crack(s) to the resulting stress intensity factors. Of course, it is understood
and it is evident from the derived QFFs (quantifier-free formulae) that these QFFs are somewhat
complicated (as is really expected) when they concern both stress intensity factors (at both crack
tips) in comparison with the separate uncertainty intervals (or uncertainty ranges) of these factors.

Finally, it is clear that the present computational approach, which combines a well-known meth-
od for the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations (the Lobatto–Chebyshev
method [137, 138]) with a problem concerning uncertainty (here a loading uncertainty expressed
through an ‘energy’-type inequality constraint) can be generalized to additional methods of numeri-
cal solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations like the Gauss–Chebyshev method [136], the
Lobatto– and Gauss–Legendre methods [137, 142] and the Lobatto– and Gauss–Jacobi methods.
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